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HISTORY OF HEALTH LEGISLATION AFFECTING THE
PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF MINNESOTA
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION:

HISTORY OF LEGISLATION

“The health and well being of the child la
the primary foundation of Its education. To
lire well Is good,but It ie necessary first
to llTe; and in order,to live we must obey
the law0 of health."
A sound alnd in

a sound body was an Important

Greek object

ive, but It is even more ao today because we need sound
bodies to be able to cope

adequately with the

minds and

dynsaalo society In

which we are forced to struggle.

The importance of health

lation and

thereto is becoming

regulation

relative

legis

universally

significant.

It ie so important that educators have olaoed health
2
as the first cardinal objective of education.
This paralleled
the

Interest aroused In

drafted men in

the physical defects

tbs World War and the

children and school environment

discovered in

pathological

revealed by city

the

conditions in
health and city

school surveys.

The World War revealed to this country no greater
3
weakness than its neglect of education and health.
The Justification

of the state In

assuming the function

of

education and in making that education compulsory is to Insure its
own preservation and efficiency.

But

the

well-being of a state

1
3ally dean Lucas, "Preparing Future^Citizens to Support Public
Health Measures.” Education Journal. Vol. 67. ». 630.
2
^■Mipnal...Education Association Journal. V d , 7 3 , p. 123 <1?36)
3
Elwood CralR Davis* Kstho’s and TechnlQuea Used In Surveying
tkg-iife&l-t.h jsnd PhyslOj^.Education in City fchoolB, p. 9.

Is as much dependent upon the strength,

health,

and productive

capacity of its members as It is upon their knowledge and intelli
gence.

If a state may have mandatory training in intelligence, It

may also command training to secure physical soundness and capaci
ty.

But to secure this physical training it is important that

mandatory legislation is made.
Most of the provisions
health

pertain to

regulating schools in the matters of

medical inspection.

Medical inspection is

a

movement that has been national In schools in England, France,Ger
many, Norway, Sweden, Austria, Switzerland, Belgium, ^apan, Aus
tralia, Tasmania, and others.

It is also found in the more im

portant cities in ,Denmark, Russia, Bulgaria, Egypt, Canada, Mexi
co, the Argentine Republic, Chile and others.

In the United Sta

tes regularly organized systems are in force in over one-half of
the cities while thirty-nine states, either directly or indirectly
provide for medical inspection of school children under the direc
tion or supervision of state, county, or local school officials.
Although medical inspection In schools had its inception
some eighty years ago, it has assumed the proportions of a world
wide movement during the past quarter of a century.

Now it is

found In all the continents afid the extent of its development in
different countries Is in some measure proportionate to their de-

2
gree of educational enlightenment.
France led the movement toward governmental regulation of
U. H. Oullck .and L. P. Ayres, Medical Inspection of Bohools. p.vii
Everett C. Preston, Principles and Statutory Provisions Relating
To Recreational. Medical. eno. "-'ocinl Welfare bervices o'f the
Public Schools, p." 58
Gullok and Ayres, ob cit., p. vili

3

health activities.

In 1833,medical inspection was begun and the

royal ordinance of 1837 charged school authorities to provide
sanitary conditions of school premises and supervise the health
of school children.

In 1842, forty-three governmental decrees di

rected that all public schools should be regularly inspected by
1
physicians.
In 1867, flermany began medical inspection in Dresden.

The

Educational Act of 1907 made such inspection mandatory in England
and Wales.
Boston was the first oity in the United States to establish
a regular system of medical inspection.

This came in 1894 as a

result of a series of epidemics among school children.

Chicago

2
followed In 1895, Hew Xorfc In 1897, and Philadelphia in 1898*
The term, "school physician? was first used In **weden in 1868 when
3
schools were provided with medical inspectors or officers.
The first state legislative act authorizing the testing of
the vision of school children was made in Connecticut in 1899.
The New Jersey law in 1903 stated that medical inspectors could
be employed, while Vermont in 1*04 provided that medical inspect
ors could be employed annually to inspect the eyes, ears, and
4
throats of the children.
The first mandatory legislation orovldlnor for state-wide in5
spection in all public schools was made by Massachusetts in 1906.
T------------------Ibid., pp. 7, 10.
2
Ibid., p* 13.
<>avl8, ob cit., pp. 0-9.
4
9ullck and
6
I

Ibid*, p. 13.

re», ob cit*, p. 13; Davis, ob cit., p. 8.

_

_________

____¥

The fact that the Massachusetts statute is the oldest of the man
datory laws now in force, shows that the whole body of legislative
enactments which crystallize the views, beliefs, and the rrsuite
of educators and physicians is of distinctly recent origin.
Although the development of health work in the schools has
been very rapid, much remains to be done to make it as effective
as it ought to be.

Its greatest weakness lies in the absence of

standardized direction and procedure.

The logical place for more

uniform regulations and procedures should come from the state
through its legislature.

For the state to assume general

re-

s onslbllity for school health work would only be In line with
other extensions of the state's Interest In the welfare

of its

ohlldren, Including state laws for vocational education,

state

uniformity of textbooks and courses of study, and state support
for the schools.

Thus the state could set standards for

conduot of the work vhltfEh insure that it will be,
much better provided,

on

the

the whole,

through the state’s mandatory measures

society can be more assured that backward ooranmnlties or districts
will not neglect such important phases of education in health and
its advancement along scientific lines.
Since legislation may be regarded as the final crystallisation
of public concern into definite regulations, it may be enlighten
ing to the educators and legislators of Minnesota and elsewhere to
know what legislation has been passed for it will be symbolic of
the process the state has made.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this thesis is the consideration of the health
laws of the state of Minnesota which hare a fundamental social and
educational bearing upon the public schools, with the object of
showing the historical development of each enactment and to afford
a general view of the whole field*

It la hoped that the survey

will facilitate the stepa w ich shoxild be taken next.
This thesis was written because the author has a profound
conviction that the law of the school should be understood by the
teachers and administrators in public schools of Minnesota.

In

order to give the teachers and others a knowledge of the reasoning
of the courts in the leading oases on school tealth laws, a sum
mary of each case has been included*

^?hie should enable the tea

cher to understand his legal rights in a given ca«e which has been
adjudicated, and will, in a measure, qualify him to forecast them
with considerable acctiraoy as unforeseen emergencies arise*

^nd

it la hoped that a mastery of the principles discussed in this
thesis will be found of some value In the interest of educational
discretion, concord, and advancement*

The Mature of the Study
This thesis was developed by the historical method.

In the

discussion of health legislation, it has been convenient to use
the Constitution of the State of Minnesota, and all the laws of
Minnesota to the present, including also the extra session laws
for the period.

Work was also checked by the use of codified

statutes and Masons Minnesota Statutes, beginning with 1027. This

plan, however, was accompanied with the obvious disadvantage of
the omission of numerous temporary changes and short-lived ex
periments.

For the decisions of the courts, the Minnesota State

Reports were used as were thoae of the Northwestern Reporter and
the digests from the American Digest System*

In addition to the

statutes and the court reports, interpretations were gleaned fro®
the publications of the State Department of Health and the State
Department of Question.
Ihe document? were secured from the law library of the Uni
versity of North Dakota and from the law library of the Larson
and Gartner Law Plrra at Preston, Minnesota*

The court decisions

were obtained from the Minnesota State Reports and those of the
Northwestern Reporter.

Much of the historical movements for pro

gress in health legislation was acquired through the Legislative
Manuals of Minnesota and from the studies of the courts and the
public schools by men in the field.
Thus this study of what has been done will serve as a foun
dation for laymen, teachers, legislators and others interested in
determining what has been done and what future legislation is
most needed.

T

CHAPTER II

LEGISLATION (30VERSIN'! THE INSTRUCTION OF HEALTH
Health Instruction cam© Into the public school curriculum un1
der the name of physiolo^. By I860, through the
leadership of
Horace

ann, the Massachusetts

-tat© Legislature made the teaching

of physiology compulsory In the

elementary schools*

ance of health Instruction gradually

The Import

spread and by 1856

the Sup

erintendent of Common Schools of Connecticut recommended the study
of human physiology

and lavs of hygiene.

need for teachers of physiology had

The recognition

spread to the

of

a

Middle Vest by

1858, when provision for a teacher-training course In that subject
appeared In the

biennial rep rt of the

Superintendent of

Public

Instruction of Illinois.
A well-organised course of

study for the different

was developed by 1871 in the city schools of St. Louis,
Eight years after the

organisation of the

Women’s Christian Tem

perance Union the influence of this movement manifested
a law in Vermont

describing the

new study of

giene with special reference to the
coholic drinks.
such information.

temperance.*

T
Elwood Oral
and

2
Ibid. p. 10

3
Ibid. p. 10

itself in

physiology and hy

effects of narcotics

and al

Two years later a textbook was adopted containing
The

in 1884 (30, Pathfinder
By this time

sciences
2
Missouri.

first graded series of
Physiology

fifteen states

No. 1.

required a

textbooks appeared

Child Health Primer.)

study of

"physiological

' "I .1 '

"

r

1-

8
"

x

t

B

:

;
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Minnesota early enacted a lair requiring instruction in acral
1
and social sciences. In 1881 the lav stated ’‘that all school of
ficers in the state may introduce as a part of daily exercises of
each school In their Juris”dlotion, instruction in the elements of
social and moral science, including industry, order, economy,punc
tuality, patience, self-denial, health, purity, temperance, clean
liness, honesty, truth, Justice, politeness, peace, fidelity, phi
lanthropy, patriotism, self-respect, hope, perseverance, cheerful
ness, courage, self-reliance, gratitude, pity, mercy, kindness,
conscience, reflection, and the will.* 'The lav further stated that
it was the "duty of the teachers to give a short oral lesson every
day u’Ton one of the (epic s mentioned . . .and to require the

pu

pils to furnish illustrations of the same upon the following morn
ing. *

2
The legislature in 1887

made it the "duty of the boards of

education, and trustees in charge of schools and educational in
stitutions, supported In vhole or in part by public funds,

to

make provision for systematic and regular instruction in physiolo
gy and hygiene, including special reference to the effect of stimu
lants and narcotics upon the human system."
hegleot or refbeal on the part of teachers to provide such
instruction was deemed sufficient cause for annulling his or her
certificate by the county superintendent or other competent officer.
Teachers were required to pass a satisfactory examination In
physiology and hygiene before granted certificates to
1
Laws of Minnesota, 1881, eh. 150. pp* 200-701.

2
Lavs of Minnesota, 1887, ch. 125. pep ^07-208.

teach.

Hoards of education or trustees of a school who neglected to pro
vide facilities for the Instruction as aforementioned, lost onefourth their state apportionment for the first offense, one-third
for the second offense, and one-half of it for the third or sub
sequent offense.
To carry out the lair of 1887, it was necessary for the law
makers to demand that teachers must pass examinations in "physiology
and the practical facts of hygiene.*

This law was passed in 1889.

Until 1933 the schools throughout the state set up their own
standards and courses of instruction relative to temperance.

In

that year, however, the State Department of Education was author
ised to prepare a course of instruction relating to the effects of
alcohol upon the human system, upon character, and upon society.
The law specifically required that this course of instruction

2
should be used in all public schools of the state*
with this regulation, the State

In accordance

apartment of Education issued

BULLETIN No. C-9 "The Effects of Alcohol on the Human Body, Char
acter, and Society" for Junior and senior high school

periods. In

August, 1934, this bulletin was sent to all school superintendents
and clerks of school boards.
Development of Physical Education
The Physical Training Conference held in Boston, ^assaehusetts,
1889 marks the acceptance of physical education as a part of the
curriculum in the public schools.

The retarded development of

physical education as a school subject has been due largely to the
1“ ----------------Laws of Minnesota, If-99, oh 101. pp. 103-106.
2

Extra Session Laws of Minnesota, 1933, eh 43. p. 46.

________ tel
four requirement® set forth by the school men who attended thle
Conference.

Briefly, these conditions were that "physical train

ing* (a) talc® very little time, (b) be Inexpensive and require no
especially trained teachers, (e) be given In the elas room, and
(d) require no apparatus and equipment.

Thus, city school educa

tors accepted "physical training" as a remedial and corrective
measure to counteract the fatigue and poor posture in school child
ren arising from the long school day, the unsatisfactory school
equipment, and other factors of the environment.

Consequently,

" physical training" was considered something apart and Isolated
from education.
From such beginnings physical education has developed into an
1
Accepted school activity In most communities.
Thirty-six states
in 1932 had passed legislation relative to physical education,
North Balcota being the first In 1899.

The underlying philosophy

of physical education has caused the shift from corrective to edu
cational emphasis.

Physical education facilities and equipment are

generally accepted today as an essential part of the school plant
and supplies.

In brief, physical education has become an integral
2
part of the educational program In city schools.
In 1923, Minnesota enacted its first law pertaining to physical
3
education.
The law provided that all public schools In the state
should give"physical and health education, training and Instruction
of pupils of both seres and every nupil attending any such school,
1
Bavls, ob oit. P 7

2
Davis, ob clt. o 8

3

haws of Minnesota, 1923, oh. 323, p p . 464-465.

r
__ ___
in

bo

_____________________________ i______________________k

far as he or she is physically fit and able to do so. . .

Suitable modified courses shall be provided for students physically*
or mentally unable or unfit to take the eourse or courses prescrlbed for normal pupils.*

Pupils were not required to*undergo a

physical or medical examination or treatment if the parent or legal
guardian . . .

notify the teacher or principal or other person in

charge of such pupil that he objects to such physical or medical
examination or treatment.”

(The power to determine whether a

child is fit and able to take prescribed courses in physical edu
cation is vested solely in the board but it may take into consid1
eratlon any certificate issued by a physician. 177, 1928} •
the Com issioner of Education was authorised to supervise the
administration of the above act and was required to prescribe the
N ....

necessary eourse or courses in physical and health education, and
make such rules and regulations as necessary.

In accordance with

this provision, the Commissioner of Education Issued a course of
study for physical education which all school in the state follow.
2
The following standards were given in the Manual
for Graded
Elementary and Secondary Schools, August, 1935:
*A teacher of physical education in a secondary school
who devotes at least one-half time to this field shall
hold the High School Standard Special Certificate (or
its equivalent in the old series) valid for this work.”
*A teacher of physical education in a graded elementary
school who devotes at least one-half time to this field
shall hold the Elementary School Special Certificate or

F ....
ulletlni state f-enartment of

duoation, 1931, p. 58.

2

Manual for Graded Elementary and Secondary Schools
Bulletin: Minnesota State Eenartaent of Education, August 1935,p.85

IXthe High School Standsrd Special Certificate (or their
equivalent in the old series) valid for this work."
Hot#: Classroom teachers in the elementary grades who
give instruction in physical and health education to
their pupils are not required to hold certificates.1*
"Beginning with the school year 1937-38, a part-time
physical education teacher who devotes less than half
time to high school physical education teaching shall
have a minimum of nine quarter hours of training for
this work.**
Mote* All part-time teachers in secondary schools
should have at least a minor of special training in this
field. A minor may be considered as the equivalent of
twelve semester hours of college training.* ***
**• Persons holding a minor in physical education ere
qualified to teach part-time high school physical edu
cation.
** Although originally scheduled for 1937-38, the time
for the completion of the work for the nine-quarterhour requirement had been postponed until the fall of
1938 in order to provide ample time for teaehers to
meet this requirement.
The 1923 law also made provision for the appointment by the
State Board of Education of a state director of physical and
health education and training at a salary of £3000.00 per annum
who should under the direction of the Commissioner of Education,
administer, supervise and direct the program of physical and health
educetion and training for the schools of the state.
The only additional change in the original law was made in
1
1931
when the lew "provided that high school students In the
Junior and senior years need not take said courses unless required
by the local school authorities."

1

Laws of Minnesota, 1931, ch. 825, pp.253.

13

CHAPTluR III
LE0I31ATI0N PERTAIN INO TO HEALTH INSPECTION
Health Inspection of school children was started "to curb
the waves of contagious disease that repeatedly swept through the
ranks of the children leaving behind it a record of suffer ini? and
death" but it has expanded until the present complete health sup
ervision program includes many phases of preventive and corrective
health work as special dental clinicsj ear, eye, nose and throat
clinics; and in some places mental clinics and eoeech clinics are
1
added.
Because of the absence of specifio statutory errant of authori
ty by the legislature, a number of cases have come Into the courts
involving the authority of boards of education to spend school
funds for the services of nurses, dentists, and physicians.

The

courts are in accord in holding that, "even in the absence of any
specific statutory grant of authority, funds nay be scent for such
professional services provided the duties performed are merely in-

2
spectorlal and diagnostic."

The courts have been oareful to point

out that the duties performed by the dentists and physicians em
ployed by the board "should not include medical or surgical treat
ment for disease.

That would be to make infirmaries or hoaoitals
3

of the schools."
4
In 1910 the supreme court of Minnesota

ruled that

the1
4
3
2

1
Kathleen Wilkinson Wooten, A.,H

f

t

f

l

L

f

o

> P* 62.

2
Newton Edwards, TEtf.-gp.aSt2. JBa&Jtftf, PafrJlJLg. .gflfeflglft*
3
Ibid.
4
State v. Brown (1910), 112 Minn. 370; 12Q M. W. 294.

P« 122.

board had the implied authority to employ a nurse for the purpose
of inspection.
The court based its opinion on the argument that the "physi
cal and Rental pow«-s of the individual arc so interdependent that
no system of education, although designed solely to develop mental
ity, would be complete which ignored bodily health*

ffcnd this is

peculiarly true of children whose Immaturity renders their mental
efforts largely depended upon physloal conditions.

It seems that

the school authorities and teaohers coming directly In contact with
the children should have an accurate knowledge of each child’s
physical condition for the benefit of the individual child, for the
protection of the other children with refers nee to communicable
diseases and conditions, and to permit an Intelligent grading of
1
the pupils."
Very few laws have been passed in Minnesota relative to the

2
problem of health inspection in the schools.

In 191b "every city

council, village council, board of county commissioners and town
board* were authorised to employ public health nurses.

3uch nurses

had to be registered in Minnesota and were required to act "as
hygiene experts for schorls or school districts within the county
not already provided with regular medical Inspection; to assist
authorities charged with the care of the poor In safeguarding the
health of such persons; to assist in discovering and reporting
oases of tuberculosis and other communicable diseases; to act as1
1

State v. Brown (1910), 112 Klnn. .270; 128 N. *?. 0 0 4 .
2

Laws of Minnesota, 1819, oh. .28. pp. 3P-26.

___________________________________

/g~

vlsltlng nurses; to nerform such similar duties as shall be desig
nated by the board ecmloying such nurses,"

The board of commis

sioners could require the public health nurses to act under the
direction of the county superintendent of schools,

the

county

child welfare board, or the oounty health officer.
The above law was amended in 1921 to provide fbr the payment
1
of all necessary expenses of public health nurses.
It was not until 1925 that school boards in addition to city
councils, village councils and boards of county commissioners w#»re
authorised and empowered to employ and to make appropriations for
the compensation and necessary empenaes of public health nurses

2
"for such public health duties ns they may deem necessary."
A permanent nubile health record has been required since 1929
3
of all school children,
Every school nurse, school physician,
teacher, and every person charged with the duty of compiling and
keeping the school oensus records must see that sttoh a record is
kept.

All records must be kept in such a form that they may be

transferred with the ohlld to any school w M ch the child shall
attend w thin the state.

The record must be transferred to the

board of health when the child ceases to attend school.

On the

record such health matters,as shall be prescribed by the board of
health, must be shown as well as all mental and physical defects

1
Laws of Minnesota, 1921. oh, 138* pp, 192-193.

2
Laws of Minnesota, 1925, ch. 196. pp. 922-2',3.
3
Laws of Minnesota, 1929. ch, 277, pp. 332-339.

3

!<*
====

and handicaps which might permanently cripple or handicap the
child.

If a guardian objected in writing, the act provided that

the child may not be required to under??© a physical or medical
examination or treatment.
The act farther recruited that the state commissioner of edu
cation must report periodically to th» children*e bureau of the
state all diseases and defects that are of a continuous nature or
that might result in a permanent handicap to the child.

H# was

authorised also to furnish to the state board of health such in
formation as it might desire.
tfhile the state legislature did not provide a state-wide
compulsory system of health Inspection in the schools, it did not
forbid such a ay "tea*

"*ince the commissioner of edtieatlon is

responsible for the health statistics of all school children, he
may direct, through the department of education, that certain things
be done*

Each year the department of education has recommended

that regular periodic health and physical era®Inatlons be given
each pupil.

The department urges each year that such examinations

shall be conducted by a physician assisted by a dentist and a
1
nurse.
A health examination program has been worhed out at Belgrade,
Minnesota, which la highly recommended by the state department of
education.

It is the type of pro cram that many schools throughout
g
the state have been using.*

1
•Physical and Health Sdueatlon Course? ftinucsots C y rle u lw i fo r
<i ^ g ). pp. s s k m >®i . «©$• xiV - l - K
2

division o f Health and Physical Education Hews Letter N©.6“. p.2.

I7
"The plan of examination at Belgrade calls for the cooperation
of a nurse, a dentist, and a regular physician.

Several months

prior to the examination the county nurse Is contacted, and a three
day period is selected when the nurse will be at Belgrade.

The

looal dentist and doctor then adjust their schedule® to permit un
interrupted service during the clinic,

The classroom teachers are

directed to cheek the health record of each pupil, to tabulate the
height and weight, end to assist the nurse In keeping the examina
tion* moving rapidly.

Student clerks make the routine tabulations

for the examiners*
"The examination begins In the primary grades an? proceeds
through the high school.

Sash teacher follows her group, and gives

agrlstance where she can.

During the first day of the examination

the nurse conducts a routine examination of the skin, hearing,
sight, height, and weight of each pupil making note of any abnor
mality to be referred to the doctor on the second day of the exam
ination.

On the second day tk<° nurse assists the doctor and the

dentist In their more specialised examinations.
"Tfoe dentist checks the oral cavity of each pupil on the morn
ing of the second day.

In about four to five minutes he Is able

to detect teeth and mouth conditions Which need co rrectio n .Special
attention is paid to the six-year molars.
"The doctor begins his examination of the throat, heart,lunge,
eyes, ears, reflexes, and endocrine functioning on the afternoon
of the second day.

Be is given assistance by the nurse and can

examine a pupil In about eight to ten minutes.

In his examination

he Is aided by the ©oamlnte health record of the pupil from pre-

___________________

ii

vlous examinations, and can cover the school In one day and a
half.
*A composite summary of the health conditions In the school
Is wade from the findings of the clinic.

'?he super! ntendent sup

ervises the tabulations, and sends a copy to those who conducted
the examination.

At the next P. ?. A* propers®, the nurse, den

tist and doctor appear on the program to interpret the findings
and to compare them with previous surveys.

A general remedial pro

gram both for the parents and for the school is suggested.

In sev

eral instances, educational movies have been shown to illustrate
pertinent facts relative to healthful living.

An attempt is made

to produce a new outlook on the problems of health on the part of
the parents.
•After the examination, results of the findings for each pu
pil ere sent to the parent.

A later notice urges parents to at

tend the next P. ?. A. program to learn the importance of correctting the defects which have been revealed.

Although the attendance

at the P. ?» A. program is very good, many parents do not make
corrections during the school year, and improve®*;nt is often delay
ed until the summer vacation.

This fact is an indication that

future health clinics should be made shortly before school closes
in the soring. *
A more comprehensive school health corrective program has
been used in the Albert Lea Public Schools at Albert Lea, Minne
sota.

Harold R, Peterson, Superintendent of Schools at Albert

Lea has summarised M s program as follows *
1
Letter, Harold R. Peterson, Superintendent of Schools, Albert
Lea, Minnesota, April 21, 1939.

*Annually Albert U sm conducts a Community Chest caisnalgn and
the funds are allotted to seven different organisations within the
community recognised as deserving of oubllc support.

These are

the X, H, C, A., X. W. C. A.., Boy Scouts, 3irl Scouts, Solvation
Army, Police Transients* Fund, and School Health Corrective Bund.
•Each organisation Included in the Chest submits a budget of
its anticipated needs.

These budget# are considered by the Com

munity Chest Board and approved or corrected as they see fit.
After the drive is completed the organisations are alloted monies
out of the Chest in proportion to the payments or pledges made,
•The Bohool Health Corrective Fund has annually asked for
approximately #2,000.

Usually ttiis is paid on the basis of 70$ or

a proxlmately #1400 allotment annually.

For the year 1PP7-1938

only approximately f1,000 was spent and this was distributed as
follows *
1) Wllk.

Pupils in the public school who are underweight

and in need of nourishment are given free milk once per
day under this program,

^ast year there were 144 given

milk each day for a period of three months in the winter.
Total expenditure for this purpose was 1250.18.
2) Classes.

19 pairs of glasses were given punils who upon

examination showed the need for the same and who were un
able to finance the purchase themselves.
&10.00 is alloted for each pair.

The maximum of

The total expenditure

for this purpose was 3186.60.
3) Dental se vice.

18 needy pupils unable to care for the

emergency were provided dental care and the expenditure

... ........

...................

.

......... —

......—

.......

......... ...............

.

....................

*>- ■

for this purpose wag $91,00*
4) Tonalllectomles.
by the schools.

33 students had tonsillectomies paid for
Total expenditure pas

5) Mantoux and x-ray.

'347.00.

There were 8 eases and the expenditure

was *14.28.
6) Medicine.

This covers cod liver oil tablets, salve for

aeabies, miscellaneous presoriptlons, etc.

60 individual

students ver- given this help and the expenditures totaled
■tine. 9 9 .
7) Vaccination and immunisation.

6 students were allotted

this assistance and the expenditure was *13.00
The total, therefore, for 1037-1938 expenditures out of the
funds allotted was

979.40.

"The Community Chest pays this to the School Health Correct
ive Fund and It is deposited In the general extra-curricular fund
of the school.

The Board wish administers School Health Correct

ive Fund is made up of the follow in*? people*

one member of the

Board of Education appointed by the president, superintendent,
senior high school principal, junior high school principal, elemen
tary grade supervisor, school nurse, and the four elementary grade
principals.
*4 program such at we sponsor here is within the rtala of
possibility for any 00 ebbunity within the state.
an outstanding service In this community,

It has rendered

^ m y people feel that

V

the work and program of the School Health Association Is one of
the most valuable of the units Included in the Community Chest
organization.*
From the above one can see how far a school can go in develop
ing a health program even though statutory provisions specifically
do not authorize or forbid the employment of dentists and physi
cians or provide for remedial treatment.
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CHAPTER IV
LEGISLATION RELATIVE TO THE CARE OF DEAF CHILDREN
Prior to the sixteenth century the deaf were
being

without the

possibility of help.

Because they could

hear and sneak, It was thought that nothing
their

education or

Benedictine lionk In
the deaf was

toward bettering
Spain began

could be

in 1790.

Britain and Germany.

not

After

a

& school for

Later schools

The first

as

done toward

their condition.

teaching the deaf,

established in Paris

begun in Great

looked upon

school for

were
the

deaf in the Onlted States was established by Gallaudet at Hartford,
Connecticut, in 1817.

Throughout the past century, great

has been aade in the aethods of

educating and

training

have afforded the® more

and the various states
1
an education.

advance
the deaf

opportunities for

Al early as 1858 the legislators of Minnesota reoognised the
2
need of taking care of the deaf. The first session of the state
legislature In the state passed an act establishing the

Minnesota

State Institution for the Education of Deaf and Dumb at Faribault.
At that time the institution

was known

as the

"Minnesota

Deaf,

3
Dumb, and

Blind

Institution.*

In 1887 this was

Minnesota Institution for Defectives"
to be known as:
and the

changed to "The

with the three

departments

The School for the Deaf, The School for the Blind,

School for the

Feable-ainded.

placed under the supervision of a board

These departments
of oontrol

1 ----------------are ,?,hayer Towns, 3oclal Pro" Items, p 212.

2
Mflsaal

is95, p. 273

3

Lews of Minnesota, 1887, ch. 205, pp. 324-25.

were

consisting of

53
five director* annotated by the governor and senate for a terra of
1
five years.
In 1902 the n^rae of the Institution was again chang
ed.

It became known as the
2
the Blind."

"Minnesota Schools for the ftaf and

In 190? every parent, guardian or other person, having
trol of any normal child between eight and twenty years of

con
age,

too deaf to be raaterially benefited by the methods of instruction
in vogue in the public schools was required to send such child or
youth to the School for the Deaf at Faribault during the scholas3
tic school year. Such child or youth had to attend such school
year after year until discharged by the superintendent upon
approval of the board of control of such Institution.
of control could excuse such attendance upon three

the

The board

conditions:

(1) that the child was in euch bodily or mental condition as to
prevent his attendance at school or application to study for the
period required;

(2) that he was afflicted with such contagious

or offensive disease or possessed such habits as to render hie
presence a menace to the health or morals of other minlls, or for
any reason deemed good and sufficient by the
the approval of the board of control;

superintendent with

(3) that the child was

efficiently taught for the scholastic year in a private or other
school, or by a private tutor, the branches

taught in the public

schools so far as possible.

1------------------- Laws of Minnesota, 1887, eh. 205, p. 325.
2
Extra Session Laws of Minnesota, 1902, ch. 33, pp. 151-152.
3
Laws of Minnesota, 1907, oh. 407, pp. 574-6.

________ ___________________________

2lh

The penalty for the parent, guardian, or other person falling
to comply with the above upon conviction before the Justice of
peace or other court, consisted of a fine of not less than 05 nor
more than 020 for the first offense, nor lees than 010 nor more
than 050 for the second and every subsequent offense with costs
In each ossa.

Hie penalty was the same for any person who Induced

or attempted to Induce any deaf child to absent himself or herself
unlawfully from school or who employed or harbored any such child
1
unlawfully from school while school was In session.
The law further provided that the principal teaoher of every
nubile school In the counties, and the truant officers of the
cities of at. Paul, Minneapolis, and Duluth, should, within 30
days before the close of the school year succeeding the passage
of the aot, and at corresponding intervals thereafter, furnish
the county superintendent of schools or the board of education
of the cities mentioned, with the name, age, sex and

address of

parent or guardian of all normal children, who were too deaf to
be educated in the public schools, between the ages of 8 and 20,
living within the boundaries of his or her school district and who
did not attend school.

The county superintendent or the board of

education of the cities named were to certify the ptunes of such
deaf children and send the same to the superintendent of the Mlnn»«
sota School for the Deaf at Faribault.

The duty for prosecuting

any parent or others who failed to send or place such child In a
school for the deaf, was placed upon the county attorney.

1
Laws of Minnesota, 1907, ch. 407, pp. 574-6.

A5-

The age U n i t e for such instruction at Faribault were changed
In 1931 to include those between 6 and 20 years of age Instead of
1
8 and 20 ye^-rs as in the law of 1907.
The county was made liable for actual transnoratlon of such

2
nun11a to and froa the State School at Faribault In 1923*
It was not until 1915 that legislation was enacted authorising
the publlo schools to make necessary provisions for the education
3
of deaf children in their Jurisdiction. The state superintendent
of education was authorized to grant permission to any special,in
dependent of common school district upon application, to establish
and maintain within its H a l t s one or more schools for the instrue-*
tlon of deaf children who were residents of the state and if such
schools met certain recuirements.
Permission to establish such special classes could be granted
to districts which had an aotttal attendance of not less than five
deaf children between the ages of four and ten years.

Blind

childrsn, defective speech children and mentally subnormal children
were not to be admitted to the same class with deaf children but
must each have separate classes and separate teachers.
The courses and methods of Instruction had to comply with
such requirements as were to be outlined by the state superinten
dent of education.

All schools established

were to be conducted

by the combined ayitem which Included the oral, the aural,
manual and every method known to the profession.
1
Laws of Minnesota, 1931, oh. 92. pp. 95-6.
2
Laws of Minnesota, 1923, oh. 156. pp. 175-6.
3
Laws of Minnesota, 1915, oh. 194. pp. 25S-260.

the

All courses and

methods of Instruction were to be substantially equal or nearly
equivalent in efficiency to the courses and methods of instruction
established and employed in the State School for the Deaf at Fari
bault,

An inspector appointed by the state superintendent of edu

cation was required to visit and note the progress of the school*
authorised to establish special classes for the deaf.
In order to encourage the establishment of such classes, the
state treasury was authorised to pay to the treasurer of the school
district maintaining such school or classes, the sum of £100 each
year in July for each deaf ohild Instructed in such public school
which had an annual session of at least nine months during the
year preceding the first day of July.
Only such teachers could he employed whose qualifications
were approved by the state superintendent of education.
The treasurer of the school district receiving aid was re
quired to send annually to the state superintendent of education,
an itemised statement of all expenditures of the school.

Any sur

plus at the end of the year was to be reserved as a special fund
for the education of the deaf children of that district and could
not be used for any other purpose.
Since 1915 the law as applying to public schools maintaining
Instruction for deaf children has undergone few changes.

In 1919

the age limit was raised to lnolude children up to sixteen year*
1
of age
but this was changed again In the same year to include

2
children “over four and not exceeding sixteen year* of age.*I
I------------------Laws of Minnesota, 1919, oh. 129. pp. 120-50.
8Law3 of

innesota, 1919, oh. 218. pp. 214-215.

gf
the legislators of 1921 revised the law to Include children * of
school age."

The oresent law specified that children may be ad

mitted who are "over four and not exceeding the maximum school

2
*£«."
State aid granted to school districts maintaining special
classes was raised from the original aid of S10O to $150 in 1919,
4
and to '250 in 1921,
In 1923, £250 was specified for each
deaf resident pupil and #400 for each child who wae not a resident
of the district maintaining such school.

The additional

150
5
was to be paid for board and room of such non-resident child.
The law of 1923 amended the previous laws of 1913, 1919, and

1921 to include the application of the "commissioner" of education
6
Instead of the use of "st to surerintendent" of education.
Since 1913 a division devoted to the deaf has been included
in the bureau of labor.

The commissioner of labor armoints

a

competent man to take charge of gathering statistics, on number,
7
esmloyment, trades, Interests, etc. of the deaf.
With the opening of the school year 1915 - 1916 two classes
for the deaf were opened In each of the cities of Minneapolis and
1------------------Laws of Minnesota, 1921, ch. 366, pp. 550-551
2
Laws of Minnesota*Pelstln^ to the Public School System. Bulletin
1931, p. 59.
Laws of Minnesota, 1919, oh. 218, PP. 214-215
Laws
>
Laws
i
Laws
>
Laws

of Minnesota, 1921, ch. 467, P.

768.

of Minnesota, 1923, ch. 382, P.

539.

of Minnesota, 1923, ch. 409, PP. 572-574
of Minnesota, 1913, ch. 238, P.

330.

at* Paul.

Duluth opened a class for the deaf In 1916*

Statistics for the year 1917-1918 show the cities of Minnea
polis, St* Paul and Duluth with six classes for thirty-four deaf
children.

In 191c-1920 there were nine classes in four cities

for seventy-five deaf children*

Rochester was the fourth city

3
to establish a special class for the deaf.
The cities of Duluth, Hibbinsr, Minneapolis, Rochester, St.
Cloud, St. Paul, and Virginia employed a total of twenty-five
teachers in 1935-1938 for 219 pupils of which 91 were totally
4
deaf and 128 were partially deaf.

1
2lmuu&A-?Jtite,,

'ducatlou. 1915—19167pp. 45-46.

*%, p.f

2
Hxjm.KnXA ,£%,&$$. Rim.r\v#*an% ot

1917-1916. p. 32.
'hdUQAtlonr 1919—1920. P. 98.
4

wia^-aate. JtflJui ?jsasrJiasji%, 9.f

____________________________*i\
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CHAPTER V
LEGISLATION RELATIVE TO THE CARE OF BLIND CHILDREN
Valentin Hauy, a French philanthropist of Paris, opened the
first school for the blind In 1784.

At first this school was sup

ported by private contribution, but In 1791 the government took It
under Its protection.

Soon schools were established for the care

of the blind in Vienna, Berlin, and London,

"The realisation of

the duty of society toward her weaker members has grown apace sino«
that time, and now shows Itself In the fact that all European coun
tries have schools of this kind, and several have been established
in Asia and Africa,*
In America, between the years 1829 and 1831, schools for the
blind were opened almost simultaneously In Boston, Philadelphia,
and New York,

These schools were started, and remain, as private

corporations even though they receive state aid.

Since 1837 the

2j
different states have established state Institutions for the blind.
State compulsory laws throughout the country seem to give as
adequate statutory assurance of an education to blind children as
to those who see.

Ten states (Alabama, Florida, Kentucky,

aine,

Louisiana, Missouri, Nevada, New Hampshire, South Caroline, Wyoming
In 1932 did not have laws governing blind children.

(A com-ulsory

school law applying to blind children was to go Into effect In Ala
bama, September 1, 1932.) Five of these have etate schools for the
blind.

Even In the etatee having neither a coamuleory education

1------------------Ezra Shaver 'owne. Social Problems.
2
Ibid. p. 198.

on. 197.

J‘

law nor stats schools the indications are that the state provides
1
well for the education of Its children who cannot see*
Work for the blind in Minnesota began at Faribault In 1886
when the state established a department for the blind at the >slnne~
sote State Institute for Education of Deaf and Dumb,

the nane of

this institution was changed in 1887 to the "Minnesota Institute
for Defectives" which maintained three schools, one for the deaf,
2
blind, and feebleminded respectively.
The school for the blind at Faribault was under the super
vision and authority of a board of control.

In 1917 the state

board of control could admit all children who were too blind or
defective of sight to be materially benefited by the methods of
instruction in vogue in the nubile schools.

The board w e em

powered to secure the attendance of such children at the state
6
school.
The county, in 1917, wee required to pay £60 for each pauper
blind child.

This was to be used to defray expenses for clothes,

postage, and transportation for the child to the st. te school.
4
Trior to this time the county had only been liable up to

40.

Since 1913 the board of control has been authorised and dir
ected to provide at some state institution by law under its con
trol, for the care, medical treatment, maintenance, and education
5
of Indigent blind infants who are residents of the st^te.
1 ----------------William J. Fills, The Handicapped Child,

p. 53.

2
hlnneeota Legislative Vrnual. 1895, pp. 273, 275.
3
Lars of innesota, 1917, ch. 346. pn. 490-3.
4
Lews of lnnesota, 1919, ch. 69. pp. 69-70.
5
Laws Of «innssots, 1913, eh. 884. pp. 411-8.______________________

3i
The law relative to the establishment of special classes or
schoole for the blind by public school systems developed slmulta1
necualy with that pertaining to the education of the deaf in 1915,
The state superintendent of education was authorised to grant per
mission to any special, Independent or common school district, upon
application, to establish and maintain within ite limits one or
more schools for the instruction of blind children who were resi
dents of the state and if such schools ast certain requirements
set forth by the state superintendent of education.
Permission to establish such special classes could be granted
to districts which had an actual attendance of not less than five
blind children between the ages of four and ten years.

Defective

speech children, deaf children and mentally sub-normal children
were not to bi

admitted to the e&me class with blind children but

must each have separate classes and separate teachers.
IW

k n In the case of deaf children, the courses and methods of
Instruction had to comply with such requirements as were to be out
lined by the state superintendent of education. Teachers whose
t
qualifications were approved by the state superintendent could be
employed.
The state treasury was authorised to pay to the treasurer of
the school district maintaining such school or classes, the sura of
f100 annually, in July, for eaoh blind child Instructed in such
school having an annual session of at least nine months during the
school year preceding the first day of July.
The treasurer of the school district receiving aid was re
quired to send annually to the state superintendent of education
I------------------Laws of Minnesota, 1915, oh. 194. pp. 258-260.
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an Itemised statement of all expenditures of the school.

Any sur

plus at the end of the year was to be reserved as a special fund
for the education of the blind children of that district and could
be used for no other pumose.
Since 1915 few changes have been made to the original enact
ment.

The age limit was raised In 1919 to include children be1
tween four and sixteen.
This provision was again modified the
same year to include children "over four and not exceeding slx-

2
teen ye«rs of age."

In 1921 the law was revised to Include all
3
children "of school age."
State aid granted to school district# maintaining special
instruction for the blind was raised from SI00 in 1915 to $200 In
4
5
1919,
and to £300 in 1921.
All the laws relative to blind children were re-codified In
6
1921.
The only new addition to the law included the definition
of the term "blind child."

For the purposes of this act "any

person of sound mind, who, by reason of defective sight, can not
profitably or safely be educated in the public schools as other
children, shall be considered blind, and, after the establishment
of such classes by any school district, the compulsory

school

laws of this state shall be deemed to apply to such children un
der the age of sixteen years."
Lews of

lnnesote, 1919, oh. 129, pp. 128-130.

Laws of

lnnesota, 1919, oh. 218, pp. 214-215.

2
3
Laws of Minnesota, 1921, ch. 368, pp. 550-551.
4
L.ftws of * innesota, 1919, ch. 129, pp. 128-130.
5
Laws of 'innesota, 1921, ch. 467,

p. 768.

6
Laws of Minnesota, 1921, ch. 366. pp. 550-551.
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fhe law® were again amended in 1923 to include reference to
the "commissioner4* of education Instead of the use of "state su
perintendent* of education*

Itiis law further provided that *when-

ever the parents or guardian® of eight blind children of school
age In any one district shall petition the school board In writing
for the establishment of such class and shall actually enroll
said children In the school of the district, It shall be mandatory
upon such district to establish such special class, subject to the
approval of the commissioner of education . . ."However, parents
could choose to send their children to the state school for the
1
blind if they so desired.
lnnesota has gone further In its help to blind students.
University or college work may be pursued with expenses up to a
certain amount paid by the state.
This law of 1915 stipulated that any blind person resident of
the state five years preceding making his application for aid, and
who was regularly enrolled as a student In any university, college
or conservatory of music approved by the board of directors of the
Minnesota School for the Blind, could receive a sum of money not
exceeding $300 in any one year for the purpose of defraying his
necessary expenses, including those of a reader, while in attend
ance at such university or college.

Only five such blind persons

2
could receive this aid in 1915.

since 1929 ten
3
persons have been able to receive this aid.
Lews of Minnesota, 1923, oh. 409. pp. 572-574.
2
Laws of Minnesota, 1915, oh. 307. p. 446.
3
Laws of Minnesota, 1929, ch. 367. p. 516.

such

blind

3HAlthouq*. the Minnesota legislature authorised special classes
1
for the blind in 1915, classes were not b«<^un until 1919* Statis
tics for the year 1919-1930 show that 5 teachers w^re provided in
the three largest cities for 54 children who were either blind or
whose vision was so defective that they could not pursue their
3
work in the regular classes*
Hlbbing was the fourth city to establish a special class for
the blind

this class was organised in 1932 and in that year a

total of 19 teachers were teaching a total of 154 blind children
3
In the cities of Minneapolis, ®t. *aul, Ouluth, and nibbing*
In 1935-1936, Chisholm, Coleraine, ^iluth, Mibbin^, Minneapolis,
St. Cloud, and $t. Paul held special classes for the blind.

These

cities employed a total of twenty-five teachers for a total of
4
9?

pupils of which 12 were totally blind, 26? partially blind.

gsfijiter-graiL-llfflantaljlnr^pla, gfrAs,
•yl.ucat.ion. 1919-1920. p. 28.

pf

taws of Minnesota, 1915, ch. 194.

2 pp. 258—260.

2
tegr.t, ibid.

3

g»B3yr,lthaLei3L,?lMin}A?l,.HagflidL..

1923— 1924. PP. B6, 91.

4
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CHAPTSR VI
im tS L ATIOH REUTZTS TO T»S CAKE OF

r 1^;

:

Ohio in 19X5 end Hew York in 191? seen to bo the first state3
to logisl&te in behalf of crippled children who were not in
institutions or hospitals.

the

These two early state legislative

efforts were truly decentrailted programs in which the work lone
in local schools was supervised and standardised as for as
practicable by the state departments of education.

was

They author

ized the establishment of special classes for deaf, blind, and
crippled children;

the states paid tie excess cost—

in Ohio, on

the pupil attendance basis, all above the amount of educating a
child of normal needs, and in Kew York, on the teacher salary plan,
so that one-half of the salary should be paid by the state,

A

Yew Jersey law of 1918 provided for *500 for each teacher to be
paid by the county to the school districts having epeoial classes.
In 1919 Sdissourl followed with a mandatory law for the edu
cation of deaf, blind, crippled and mentally defective children
and in 1920 Pennsylvania passed law* providing thr.t one-half of
the total expense should be paid by the state to local school
districts or to private schools.
By 1921 the principle of educating crippled children
1
special olesees was accepted in this country,

In

2
The Minnesota statute of 1921

authorised the state coa-

r -----------------Williau J. fails, JCtoiLifeaSAff.*-BPSlUiifeafrP* 184*
2

Laws of Minnesota, 1921, ch. 141, pp. 195-196,

======;:

________

3b

mlssioner of education to grant permission to school districts to
establish and maintain special classes for the instruction of
crippled children provided there were not less than five children
of school age In each class.
The courses, method of instruction and supervision, the con
ditions under which teachers and helpers were to be employed, and
the equipment had to comply with the requirements prescribed by
the commissioner of education.

For the purposes of this act,

a

crippled child was defined as "any child of school age, other than
one of defective hearing, speech, or sight, who is of normal mind,
but deformed of body or limb and who cannot profitably or safely
be educated in regular classes as other children.*1
Local superintendents were required to report social,

edu

cational, and fiscal information annually to the commissioner.
State aid for the excess cost was provided to local districts not
to exceed the amount of ?200 annually for each crippled child.
This amount was designed to help defray the costs of "salaries
equipment."
Nurses appointed to such schools were required to be regis
tered nurses, and subject only to such additional examination as
the commissioner of education required.

Their appointment was

made on the same basis as other public school teachers.
Later in 1921 the legislature of Minnesota changed the state
aid for each orinpled child so provided for in school districts
1
to $250.

1
Laws of Minnesota, 1921, ch. 467, p. 768

I

Further consideration was given to crippled children by the
1
legislature of 1931.
It provided that st< te aid could be grant
ed to school districts to transport such crippled children

of

school age as were unable to walk to school with " the exercise
of normal effort but are able to carry the regular course
study.*

of

The sum of $150 annually for each pupil transported or

boarded was allowed each district; provided the total expenditures
under this Act" shall not exceed the sum of $20,000 for any one
year."

This last amount was changed to "not to exoeed the sum
2
of $40,000 for any one year* in 1935.
In 1937 the sum of $10,000 for the year ending June 30, 1930,
and the sum of $10,000 for the year ending June 30, 1939, was
appropriated to be used by the state board of education to allocate
to any public school for crippled children which should
special summer classes.

hold

A sum not to exceed $50 annually

for

each pupil in such classes for each summer session, which "shall
not be less than six weeks," was allowed to the district. However,
the law stipulated that the state board of education" shall not
allocate for any one school for crippled children a sum In excess
3
of $7000 in any one year*"
Duluth and Minneapolis were the first cities in Minnesota
to provide special classes for crippled children.

In IP'"*! these

two cities provided ten teachers (Minneapolis nine) for n total
1
Laws of Minnesota, 1931, oh. 280. P. 325.
O
c
Laws of Minnesota, 1935, ch. 336. PP . 614-615.
o
Laws of Minnesota, 1937, ch. 345, P. 470.

-3*
1
enrollment of 133 children.
*rom 1923-1923 Minneapolis was the only school giving soeoial
classes in the Bowling School of Minneapolis for 140 children.
2
During this time ten teachers were employed.
In 1935-1936, Duluth, Minneapolis, and St. Paul held special
classes for 415 children.

Of this number, 73 were high school

pupils and 342 were grade children.

Duluth employed one part-time

teacher and one full time physiotherapist.

Minneapolis, in

addition to one part-time teacher, one substitute teacher, and
one physiotherapist, employed an occupational therapist, a nurae
lunchroom manager, aid a part-time doctor.

St. Paul included in

Its staff four part-time teachers, a nurse, a physiotherapist,
3
and a debtor.

1
<S£QJld. i3.!Wl&I. ftfiBO C X Minnesota State Department of
Education. 1921-1' 22. p. 79.
2
gmsartiMUffl.
JBlaaagfi.ta.Jtoiis.
aUQAU,9n» 1923-1924. p. 86.
3
gl&UstAgal
A a & m i a l . . <?1 E^ipa.U9.n»
Bulletin Mo. 9. 1934-1916 and 1935-1936. p. 139.
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CHAPTER VII
LEGISLATION RELATIVE TO THE CARE OP DEFECTIVES
The Idea of special classes in the public schools for de
fective school children seems to have been suggested by Stotser
In Lelpelc In 1863, and by Professor August Sohenck In America
In 1878,

As the result of the latter's agitation two c k r e s

were statted

in Cleveland, Ohio.

In 1892, Chicago formed a class;

In 1896, Providence, Rhode Island, and Portland, Maine; In 1889
Philadelphia.
In Minnesota the training and education of subnormal child
ren and those with defective speech developed simultaneously in

2
1915.

At that tine the state superintendent of education was

authorised to grant permission to any special, independent or
common school district upon application, to establish and main
tain within Its limit# one or more schools for the Instruction
of children who were sub-normal or #io had defective speech.
It was necessary for such schools to meet oertaln requirements
set forth by the state superintendent of education.
Permission to establish such special classes or schools
could be granted to dlstriots which had an actual attendance

of

not less than five children, between the ages of four and
yei.rn of age.
As In the das# of deaf, blind, and crippled children, the
1 -----------------henry H. Goddard, School Training of Defective Children.n. xix.

2
Laws of Minnesota, 1915, oh. 194. pp. 258-260.

i-

courses and methods of Instruction had to
quirements

sb

comply with such

re

were to be outlined from time to time by the state

superintendent of education.

Only such teachers whose qualifi

cations had been approved by the state superintendent could be
authorised to teach suoh classes.
The original low of 1915 authorized the state treasury

to

pay to the treasurer of the school district maintaining a school
or class for defective speech children, the sum of $100 for each
defective speech child Instructed in such school having an annual
session of at least nine raonths; and a shore of such sum approp
riate to the term of instruction so instructed for any lesp time.
*100 warn also to be paid to any school for each mental sub-normal
child instructed.
Few changes have been made to the original law of 1915.
The age limit was raised in 1919 to include children between four
1
and sixteen.
This was modified the same year to include child2
ren *over four and not exceeding sixteen years ©f age.*
The
3
law of 1921 revised this to include any child *of school age.”
Since 1921 schools providing for the education of children
with defective speech can receive a sum not to exceed S1500 for
4
each teacher engaged exclusively in this work.
In order to keep an accurate check on sub-normal children
-----------------Lews of Minnesota,
2
Laws of innesota,
3
Laws of ‘linnesota,
4
Laws of Minnesota,

1919, ch. 1£9. op. 128-130.
1919, oh. 218. po. 214-215.
1921, ch. 366. pp. 550-551.
1921, ch. 467. p. 768.

r

the state board of control Jointly with the st< te board of educa
tion were authorized and required In 1935 and thereafter, to pre
pare and maintain a census of the feebleminded of the state and
to sake such recommendstions as are deemed advisable to schools
of the state for their education, and to cause petitions to be
filed In the proper court for commitment of any person the board
of control should deem to be so committed.
At the same time school authorities of the state were re
quired to give access to their records and to furnish Information
to the state board of control or state department of education
regarding the name, age, residence and antecedents of all child
ren within their control believed to be feeble-minded, and to
give access to all children within their control for the purpose
1
of examination.
The compulsory attendance law excludes children whose bodily
or mental condition is such as to prevent attendance at school or
mpr llcation to study for the oerlod required.

This stipulation

2
has been in force since 1685.
Eight cities In the state established, In 1915, thirty-five
3
special classes for subnormal children, these cities werei
Anoka, Duluth, Faribault, Hihbing, Minneapolis, St. Paul, South
St. Paul, and Worthington.

Prior to the pansag© of this law,

Duluth, Hibbing and Minneapolis had made a beginning by establlsh1
Laws of Minnesota, 1935, ch. 364. pp. 663-666.

2
Lews of Minnesota, 1885, oh. 197. p ^ # £2 1 - 2 6 2 .
3
&n.fe$,eenth „
1915-1916. p. 45.

X j j m S L W M . ptJftagj|JElga

1
ing classes for retarded children.
In the fall of 191? Albert Lea, Jackson, Mankato, Mound,
Owatonna and Rochester opened speoial classes for subnormal child2
ren.
Since 1917 the number of schools maintaining classes for sub
normal children has greatly increased.

At the d o s e of the year

1917-1918 sixteen cities maintained 55 classes for 76? mentally
3
subnormal pupils.
Thirty-one cities in 1919-1920 provided 86
teachers for teaching 1*396 mentally subnormal pupils while in
1923-1924, forty-four cities provided a total of 156 teachers for
4
2,609 pupils.
In 1935-1936 the forty-six cities maintaining these apec1al
classes inoluded:

Albert Lea, Alexandria, Appleton, Austin, Bag-

ley, Bemidji, Benson, Brainerd, Buhl, Chisholm, Coleraine, Crookston, Duluth, Sly, Sveleth, Faribault, Fergus Falls, Gilbert,
Grand Rapids, Ribbing, International Falls, Karlstad, Little Falls,
Madison, Mankato, Minneapolis, Montevideo, Moorhead, Mora, Kashwauk-Keewatln, Mew Ulm, North Mankato, Owatonna, Park Rapids, Pipe
stone, Red Wing, Redwood Falls, Rochester, St. Cloud, 3t. Paul,
Sleepy Eye, South St. Patti, Stillwater, Virginia, White Bear and
Winona.

Two hundred and ten teachers were employed in these cities (
5
for a total enrollment of 3,333 pupils.

1--------------------Ibid. p. 45.
2

Twentieth Biennial Report. Minnesota State Department of Sduoation.
op.
------ ----- ------------- ---3

"'LmsivuL':'

Twenty-first Biennial Report.

1919-1920. p. 2B

Twenty-third Blenni <1 Reoort.

1 23-1924. pp. 86. 89.

4
statistical Report.

State Department of Education, pp. 141-142.

—
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Appleton, Bagley, Biihl, Karstad, Madison, M©ra, Pipestone,
Redwood Falla, snd Sleepy Eye discontinued these special classes
In 1938-1939*

Severer, Cloquet, Kopklne, and Litchfield establish

ed classes so that at tie present time, forty schools In the state
maintain special classes for subnormal children.
After the enactment of the law In 1918 author Irina* special
classes for children with defective speech, si* classes were eetab2
llshed in Duluth, Minneapolis, and >t. Faul.
At the close of the
school year 1917-1918 these three cities had four classes for
193 children with speech defects*

In 1919 Chisholm established

a class.

In 1919-1920 seven teachers In the above mentioned four
3
cities provided for 344 children*
^ince 1919 the number of children with speech defects taught
4
In these special classes has Increased to 4,431.
Ihe schools
providing this special training An 1935-1936 were*

Albert Lea,

Austin, Duluth, Hlbblng, Mankato, Minneapolis, Rochester, St. Cloud,
St. ?aul, Vlrsrinia, and Winona.1

1
Letter from 9. H. Dabeleteln, Minnesota Director of Special
Education, May 3, 1939*
Mlire.taSAth. BteymlaiH te fe T A ,

■^acflllan*

■’Inne.sfi.ta State-Departm ent-, o f

1915-1916. pp. 48,46.

6
Ibid, p* 141*
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CHAPTER VIII
LEGISLATION PERTAINING TO CONTAGIOUS DISEASES
Through the efforts of Dr. Charles H. Hewitt, a Civil War
1
surgeon, a Minnesota State Board of Health was established In IB???.
Minnesota was the third state In the United ^tates to organise

2
such a board.

The states which preceded Minnesota in the organi

sation of a state board of health were Massachusetts in 1859 and
3
California in 1870.
The duties of the State Board of Health as stated in the ori
ginal law of 1872 consisted primarily In communicating with local
boards of health, hospitals, asylums, public lnstltxit ions,

in

making sanitary investigations an! inquiries respecting the causes
of disease, especially epidemics, source of mortality, and the
condition an? circumstances of -ublic health.

The board was, in

faot, an advisory board in all hygenlc and medical matters.

It

had charge of all matters certain!ng to quarantine and authority to
enact and enforce such measures as might be necessary to the pub4
lie health.
Because of wide spread epidemics of small pox, typhoid, and
dintheria, and but one or two effective local boards of health in
active operation, the State Board of Health had to accept execu
tive powers but fbund great difficulty in contending with the dis
eases. Thereupon the legislature of 1883 defined the duties of lo5
cal health boards and their relation to the State Board of Health.1
4
*
2
1-------------------T. C. Slogan, Building Minnesota p. 328; Laws of Minnesota, 1872,
eh. 18. pp. 64-66.
2 i&na*
hsMf .UtA.v* J-sami, 1^9 5 , p. 3o b .
® jfoaaftsgto, .kftpqg.kitty?
1899, p. 3 4 4 .
4 Laws of Minnesota, 1872, oh. 18. pp. 64-66.
6 Laws of Minnesota, 1883, ch. 132. pp. 178-186.

This law of 1383 provided that "whenever any part of the state
appears to be threatened with, or is affected by, any epidemics or
infectious disease, the State Board of Health ®»y «ak#, and from
time to time alter and revoke, resellations "for the preservation
of public health.

The enactment was later strengthened by a sub

sequent enactment wh1
*oh stated*

"Upon the approval of the attor

ney gener-1 and the due publication thereof such regulations shall
have the force of law, except in so far as they may conflict with
a statute or with the charter or ordinance of a city of the first
class upon the same subject."

In accordance with the latter the

State Board of Health has Issued the following regulations end
related attorney general’s opinions and court decisions which are
in effect at tb® present time*
* 1. A general grant of power in broad artf comprehensive terras to
make rules for the preservation of public health, rests in the
authorities to whoa it is granted power to enforce, in cases of
emergency, rendering it necessary in the interests of public health
and for the prevention of smallpox, a regulation requiring child
ren to be vaccinated as a condition to their admission to the pub
lic schools. 86 *5lnn. 353| >0 N. W. 783.
2. Either the school board or the local board of health, acting
upon orders from the state board of health, may order the schools
closed because of an epidemic; but only the school board may or
der them opened. Op. Atty. Oen., 0©t. 21, 1818.
3I0K SCHOOL GHILDHl'H TO BE REPORTED
B#g. 318.
Teachers shall refer to the head of the school at once, any pupil
who—
(a)
turns to school after an illness of unknown cause;
(b5- Appears to be in ill health;
(e) Shows signs of a communicable disease;
<d) Or has lice or other vermin.
All such pupils shall be reported to the school physician for
medical examination unless in the opinion of the head of the school
1
kata. at, ffinnwEfl., -Mas,*,ns.

ftridifi., sfifrgpj 3yg,t*nu Bulletin,

State Department of Health, 1919, pp. 14-17. __
Health haws and Hegulatlons. Bulletin. 1938, on.

the pupil1* condition requires that he or she be sent home immed
iately or as soon as a safe and proper conveyanoe can be found*
In such oaees the pupil shall be sent hone and the health
officer of H w
sanitary district concerned shall be notified
Immediately by the head of the school*
In districts where there la but one teacher for a school and
in schools where there is no school hysiel&n or in the absence of
the regular school physician it shall be the duty of the teacher
or head of the school to exclude from school all pupils, who, in
his opinion or that of the school nurse, come under the above
classifications, a, b, c, d, and to report same to the board of
health of the sanitary district in which the school is located and
to the board of health of the sanitary district in which the pupil
lives* The teacher shall continue to exclude such pupils until a
properly signed certificate is presented from the health officer
in each case*
(a school nurse a ay perform the duties outlined, under the
supervision of the health officer when there is no school physician
« - • )
Keg. m .
Each schorl physician shall sake a medical examination of pu
pils, teachers and Janitors, and of schooj. buildings, as in his
opinion the protection of public health, the efficiency of the
school, or the welfare of the Individual. may require and shall re
port the results of such examination to the local and to the State
Board of Health.
3* A school board ©an exclude from school children attending in
a filthy condition. Such exclusion does not relieve the parents
from liability under the compulsory school act* Op. Atty. Gkm.,
Oct. 28, 1916.
4* Board may exclude children fro® school where there is danger
that they say carry and spread contagious disease. Op. v*ty. (Jen*,
Mar. 22, 1928.
5* District may maintain first aid department and first aid
supplies but not extensive sup ly of drugs, op. Atty. (Jen., Oct.l,
1928.
6* While a school board has no power to expend money for medical
or physical examination of children generally, it may provide for
such examination of children who may apply for attendance at the
next school session* Op, Atty.
Aprl28, 1930; May 8, 1930.
?* Board may authorise examination of teachers and pupils where
teacher is afflicted with a communicable disease and pay charges
incurred therefor, but need not pay expenses unless examination
was authorised by meeting of board. Op. Atty. 0©n., Aug. 23, 1937.
SMALLPOX AND EPIDEMICS IN SCHOOLS
Reg. 318*
If smallpox prevails in a ©o enmity, or if the disease appears
in a school, all unvaeclnated teachers and pupils must be excluded

from school for a period of three welts unless vaccinated within
three days of first exposure. failing to comply with this require
ment, the school must he closed for a period of three weeks.
®* A school board is Justified In excluding fro® school a per
son who has been exposed to smallpox during the period that there
nas danger of Imparting the disease to others. 133M376,107S^5<11.
9. Teachers and bus drtvers working under contract are entitled
to pay for the tine that a school Is closed due to epidemic and
cannot be forced to make up the time lost. Op, Atty. den.,Oct. 89,
1918.
10. Teacher can be forced tc discontinue from teaching during
smallpox epidemic If she refused to be vaccinated when so ordered
by health officer. Op. &tty. Gkml, Har. 3, 1922.
11.
School board is not 11a le for salary of teacher who was re
quested by health officer to remain away fro® her school work for
certain length of time because she had been exposed to a contagious
disease. Op. Atty. 9©n., Mar. 19, 1928.
12. School district funds cannot be used to vaccinate school
children to prevent spread of smallpox during an epidemic. Op.
Atty. o»n., Feb. 1, 1936, starch. 16, 1938.
PERMITS TO MATTERS SCHOOL
Reg. 320
A person having a communicable disease or any other tr&nsisicsable affectIon{tonsillitis, mumps, conductivities, impetigo
contagiosa, itch, ringworm, etc.) or a parasitic infection (lice
or other vermin) or any person residing in a house in which any
such disease exists, or his recently existed, shall be excluded from
attending any public, private, or parochial echo 1, church, or Sun
day school, or any public gathering, whatsoever, until the health
officer of the sanitary district concerned shall have given his
permission for such attendance.
Ho parent, master or guardian of a © M i d or minor, having the
power and authority to prevent, shall permit any such child or min
or to attempt to attend school in violation of the provisions of
regulation above*
FOLXOWygLITIS
Reg. dOd.
Children in the house, and persons associated with the p&tlenf
shall be kept under observation for two weeks after last ex ©sure.
During this period, the children shall net attend any public, pri
vate, or parochial school, church, or Sunday school,or any public
or private gathering whatever. Residence, bearding or lodging in
the house during the isolation of the case shall constitute expos
ure.

diphtheria

Reg* 707.
Patients or others r ©aiming infected longer tlian six weeks
following subsidence of clinical symptoms In the Inst c m *
shall
not he permitted to attend any public, private or parochial school,
church, or Sunday school, or any public or private gathering, until
two consecutive negative sets of separate nose and throat cultures
have been reported in accordance with regulations of State Board
of Health.
^11 children In the household shall he subject to the above
restrictions unless Isolation of the infected person obtains, when
the health officer shall issue written permit which say be revolted
If conditions ar not complied with.
The health officer say give permission for person# remaining
Infected longer than six weeks to go to his office or that of his
authorised agent for the purpose of having cultures taken.
scarlet m a t
Reg. 1303.
The patient shall not attend any public, private, or parochial
school, church, or Sunday school, or any public or private gather
ing whatever, until a second examination by the health officer or
Ills authorized agent, aa&e not less than one week after the release
of uarantlne, shall demonstrate a continuance of the normal con
dition of the noee and throat end eere* then ear discharge islets,
the patient shall report weekly for examination by the health offi
cer or his authorized agent, and shall carry out such precaution to
prevent the spread of Infection a« he shall prescribe.

THACHOHA
Reg. 1400.
It shall be the duty of the school teacher, employer, superin
tendent, foreman, or person in charge of a lodging hau e or board
ing camp, to report to the local health officer, any person under
his or her supervision who lias inflamed eyes, or who co-plains of
sore or roughened eyelids.
OHICKENPOX
Reg. 602.
Children realising in the house who have had the disease pre
viously may attend school upon receiving written permission from
the health officer.
{hots .— Before release of ohlckenpox patients all lesions should
be heeled and the akin should be free if crusts.)
Reg. 681.
All cases of reported chicksnpor m persons of sixteen(in)
years of age or over, shall be examined by the local health officer,
who shall record whether the patient has been successfully vaccin
ated against smallpox, or not.

SUBMISSION TO DENTAL EXAMINATION
13. School board has authority to require children to submit
to a dental examination. Op. Atty. (Jen., Oct., 1919.
14. A school district may
of the teeth of pupils and to
not legal for the district to
wide itself. Op. Atty. Gen.,

employ a dentist to make examination
recommend dental work, but it is
divide or pay for the doing of the
Sept. 11, 1931.

15* A school district may employ a dentist to make examination
of teeth of school children and report their finding, and torcare
for teeth of students injured on playgrounds, but cannot pay for
dental work such as filling and cleaning teeth, bridgework and
oth r similar services. Op. Atty. Gen., Feb., 13, 1924j Aug.8,»34
DISINFECTION OF SCH00LH0U3ES
Beg. 322.
A school house or part or parts thereof wherein a case of
smallpox, scarlet fever or diphtheria has been present shall be
deemed infected and must be closed and not again used until it
has been thoroughly cleaned under the supervision of the local
health officer according to directions issued by the State Board
of Health.
BOOKS SSP03ED TO INFECTION
Reg. 329.
Library books, or books owned by a sohool, shall not be
loaned to persons residing in a house where anterior poliomyelitis
diphtheria, epidemio meningitis, scarlet fever, smallpox, typhoid
fever, pulmonary or other form of tuberculosis, exist except by
written permission of the looal health officer.
Upon notification of a case of any of the above mentioned
diseases the health officer shall make inquiry as to the use of
library or school books. If such books have been exposed to in
fection h® shall notify the library or sohool authorities, direct
ing what shall be done with the beoks.
Such books exposed to infection of the above named diseases,
except malignant smallpox and tuberculosis, and if not unduly
soiled shall be withdrawn from circulation and use for a period
of not less than three months, during which period the books shal".
be subjected to a warm dry atmosphere of at least 70° F. oomblned
with as much open air and direct or indirect sunlight as possible.
Books badly soiled by a person having any of the above disea
eases and books handled by a person having malignant smallpox,
shall be burned unless of unusual value, intrinsic,or real, Jus
tifying special means and expense for disinfection to be borne
by the owner, to be carried out under the direction of the local
health officer.

A
Books handled by a person having tuberoulosie in an infectious
stage shall be burned or if of unusual value dislnfeoted as sug
gested in the preceding paragraph, unless the local health officer
is satisfied from the nature of the cast and the character and
habits of the individual that withdrawal of the books from circu
lation and use under conditions above specified is sufficient to
insure safety*
ROLLER TOWELS
Reg* 67*
In order to prevent the spread of communicable diseases, the
use of the roller towels in public places, public conveyances and
public buildings is hereby prohibited.
(The Attorney General advised that in his opinion the cabinet'
known as the American Continuous Towel Cabinet which is so arrang
ed that the towel is never handled, except by the user in the ac
tual use of the towel used, and the clean and soiled rolls of the
tovfcla both rest on separate rolls and move at the same rate of
speed so that exactly the same amount of toweling la takfcn up on
the same roll that Is released from the clean roll, is not within
the prohibition of regulation number 67. At the time thiB regu
lation va adopted no'such device as described was in use and the
roller towels at which the regulation was directed consisted of a
continuous piece of toweling placed over a single roll.
Op. Atty. G<*n., June 16, 1921.)
SWIMMING BOOLS
Reg. 285.
No swimming pool used or intended for use by the public or
by any school, alub, organisation, or Institution shall be con
structed, nor shall any such swimming pool, now or hereafter ex
isting, used or Intended for such use, be materially altered or
enlarged until complete plans and specifications therefor, to
gether with such futher information as the State Board of Health
may require, shall have been submitted in duplicate and approved
by the board sc far as sanitary features are concerned. After
such plans have been approved by the board, no modifloation affect
ing the sanitary features thereof shall be made without the
approval of the board. Ho contract for the construction, altera
tion, or enlargement of any sueh swimming pool shall be let until
the plans and specifications therefor have been approved as here
in provided.
The above regulations and opinions cited from the attorney
general’s offloe Indicate the scope of the powers of the State
Board of Health.

Only those regulations which pertained to the

schools of Minnesota were included.

The legislature has provided that "every person who shall
wilfully expose himself or another affected with any contagious
or infectious disease, in any public place or thoroughfare, excepts
upon his necessary removal in a manner not dangerous to the pub1
lie health, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.*
Under the attor
ney general*s ruling the*parent of a minor may be prosecuted for
the breach of quarantine by a minor child under certain olrouss2
stances.*
A few laws have been passed by the legislature relative to
vaccination. The first of these appeared on the statute books of
3
1883.
This law stated "That every person, being the parent or
guardian, or having the care, custody, or control of any minor or
other person, shall, to the extent of any means, power or authori
ty of said parent, guardian, or other person, that could properly
be used or exerted for such purpose, cause such minor or person
under control to be so promptly, frequently, and effectively
vaccinated that such minor or individual should not take, or be
3
liable to take, the smallpox*rt
Furthermore, as a precaution
in schools the law provided "That no principal, superintendent, or
teacher of any school, and no parent, master or guardian of any
child or minor, having the power and authority to prevent, shall
permit any ohild or minor having scarlet fever, diphtheria, small
pox, or any dangerous, Infectious, or contagious disease, or any
I----------------Laws of Minnesota,

Penal Code, 1886. ch. 130. p. 130.

Minnesota State Health L^ws and Regulations. 1938, p. 126.
3
**aW3 of Minnesota. 1883, ch. 132, pp. 178-186

s*.

child residing in any house In which any such disease exists, or
has recently existed, to attend any public or private school until the board of health of the town, village, borough, or city
shall have given its permission thereof; nor in any manner to be
unnecessarily exposed, or to needlessly expose any other person,
to the taking or to the infection of any contagious disease."
Violation for this act was set at a fine not to exceed 3100 or
Imprisonment not to exceed thirty days, or both such fine and im
prisonment.
1
The commiesloner of health wa? authorized in 1895

to vac

cinate and revacoinate, without charge, all persons who applied
and to give certificates of vaocination to children who had been
vaccinated*

He could also require such certificates to admission

to the public schools.
Prior tfc 1903 oontrovery arose as tfe the right of public
authorities to require the vaccination of children as a condition

2
precedent to their right to attend publio schools*

In 1902

1&

the case of State ex. rel. Freeman v. Zlamersnn it was held that
unvaccinated pupils may be excluded when a contagious disease is
epidemic.
5
However, in 1903, the legislature passed a lww which would
prevent compulsory vaccination.

This law still in effect states?

"That hereafter it shall be unlawful for any board of health,
board of education or any other publio board or officer, acting in
r*---------------i»aws of Minnesota, 1896, ch. 8. p. 123

2
State ex. rel. Freeman v. aimmerraan, 86Minn.
3
Laws of Minnesota, 1903, ch. 299.p. 530.

, SON.¥.783.

53

this state under police regulations or otherwise, or under any
general law or city charter however adopted, to coerce! or require,
by resolution, order, ordinance or procedure of m y >ind, the
vaccination of any child, or to mafce vaccination a condition orecedent to the attendance at any school in the State of Minnesota,
or to exclude any child, or other person from attendance on any
achool in this state on account of the fact that each child or
other pe son shall not have been vaoelnoted.

Except in eases of

epidemic of small-pox such boards of health and boards of educa
tion

ay, by Joint action, require such vaccination by a duly

licensed and practicing physician to be selected by the person
to be vaccinated; provided, that any child may be exempted from
the provisions of this set where a reputable physician certifies
In writing that on account of said child’s physical condition
such vaccination would be dangerous to the health of said child.“
1
In 1916 it was held, in the ease of Bright v. Beard,, that board
members were not liable for voting for temporary exclusion of un
vaccinated pun'Is during danger of a small-pox

epidemic.

2
Since 1877

boards of trustees and boards of education have

had the authority to “suspend or expel punils for insubordination,
immorality, or infectious disease* *
^Hiring the last decade more attention has been paid to the
care and control of tubercular persons.

teacher,

p u p II

or

employe about a achool building who has pulmonary tuberculosis
1
Bright v. Beard. 13S *inn. 375; 157 H-W. 801.

2
Laws of Mlnneseta, 1877, oh. 7^. pp. 115-15<*.

5V

shall remain in or about a school building without having a certifi
cate Issued by the local board of health or by an agent duly au
thorized by the board stating that said person Is in no sense a
1
source of danger to others. Since 192?
affliction with active
tuberculosis or other communicable disease has been considered as
cause for removal or suspension of a teacher while such teacher
Is suffering from such a disability.
The following opinions have been ceivsn by the attorney gen-

2
eral and today have the effect of law:
1.

School districts may pay physician for x-rays to be
taken of school children suspected of being tubercular.
Op. Atty. Gen., May 25, 1934

2.

Jurisdiction Is vested in local board of health, and
not County Child Welfare Board, to take reasonable steps
to prevent spread of tuberculosis, and it has legal
right to subject students exposed to tuberculcsis to
any reasonable test. Op. Atty. Gen., Jan. 7, 1938.

3.

Finding that school district was negligent In exposing
school teacher to tuberculosis, sustained by evidence,
but there was not sufficient evidence to show that it
maintained a nuisance by its failure to make the school
building sanitary, and it was not liable for damages
under sec. 392. 177K546, 225»W»49.

4.

In a case where the school board has reasonable grounds
for believing that tuberculosis exists in a school, it
may pay for medical examination of teachers but not
subsequent treatment. Op. Atty. Gen.,Aug. 23, 1937.

Another law which was aimed to prevent the spread of eommuni3
cable diseases was that of the legislature in 1913 which prohibited
the use of the common drinking cup in any public place, public
conveyance and public building,

A penalty of twenty-five dollars

T--------------------Laws of Minnesota, 1927, oh. 36. p. 43
3
o* Minnesota Relating to the Public Schoo1 9y3te{a*auixetln
'State Department of Education, 1S33, p. 17.
3
Laws of Minnesota, 1913, oh. 61. p

waa 1»oosed for the violation of this provision

CHAPTER IX
LEGISLATION CONCERNING TEACHERS
The health o f the teacher is o f qreat lamortanc© t o the pub
l i c school eye tern, in some respects even more so than the pupils
under their care, and yet l i t t l e has been done to assure by in
spection, a normal s t a f f o f healthy teachers.
The importance o f a normal s t a f f o f healthy teachers oannot
be emphasised too strongly and any community in s t a llin g a system
o f school in fe c t io n must necessarily provide some for>m o f le g is 
la tio n to stover this point i f the system is to be complete and
e ffic ie n t .
In the state o f Massachusetts the la v says the medical in
spector s h a ll make "such further examinations o f teachers, Jani
tors, and school b u i l d i n g a® in hie opinion the protection o f the
1
health o f the p u rile may re q u ire .*
There is no state-wide p olicy o f requiring medical axtrslnatio:
o f teachers before th** b^inninr? of the school year in Minnesota.
In th is state the only health law a ffe c tin g teachers was passed
3
in 1911#
Under this statute "A fflic t io n with active tuberculosis
or some oomsunicable disease s h a ll be considered as cause fo r the
suspension o f c e r t ific a t e , while the holder thereof is sufferine?
from such d is a b ili t y . "

a. if. Newmayer. jMlftaJL
p. 91.

jSjg^a.qUPa^0.fe1
tf.9.9lg«

2

Laws of Minnesota, I'll, oh. 96. pp. 114-116.

Si

CHAPTER X
LEGISLATION RELATIVE TO BUILDING REQUIREMENTS
The ch ild as a c itizen has a rig h t to protection from the
3tate in seeing that hie workshop, the school buildin g, i s hygien
ic a lly correct and safe so that he may work without being in dan
ger o f losin g hie l i f e through f i r e or an accident, or being ex
posed to disease because o f Impure a i r and insanitary conditions,
or being subjected to having his eyes ruined because o f Improper
lig h tin g i

The child as a citizen is en titled to a workshop that

furnishes in spiration and love for work.
It was not u n til 1^02 that the f i r s t special le g is la tio n
governing school bu ild in g construction was enacted into New York
1
state.

This law became a guide for the statutes of other states.

The state le g isla tu re o f Minnesota has never enacted a code
2
relative to school building. It did provide in 1913
that the
superintendent of education "shall prescribe rules and examine all
plans and specifications for the erection, enlargement and change
of school buildings, which plann and specifications shall first
be submitted to him for approval before contract is let, and no
new school building shall be erected or any building enlarged or
changed until the plans and specifications have been submitted to
and have been approved by the superintendent of education.

H®

shall include in such rules those made from time to time by the
state board of health, relative to sanitary standards for toilets,
water supply end disposal of sewage in public school buildings.
N* L ‘ Snglehardt and Fred Snglehardt. Planning School Building
p - 297.
2

Laws of Minnesota, 1913, oh. 560. pp. 796-798.

In all other respects the authority to make rules for public school
buildings shall be vested In th® superintendent of education. Un
der such rules and procedure as the superintendent or the high
ichool board shall prescribe, he may condemn school buildings and
sites which are unfit or unsafe for use as such."
1
The rules
relating to school buildings as set forth by the
Division of Buildings and Sanitation of the Department of Education
are as follows*
sms
See. X.
A H sites shall be dry, and afford ample and suitable play
grounds. High grounds, affording natural drainage, shall be se
lected, whenever possible. A central location is desirable but
accessibility is ean ally important, No school building shou'd be
located wjfcfchln five hundred (600) feet of steam railroads or manu
facturing plants tdi loh may be sources of noise or smoke swampy
places, or buildings which may be sources of unbe althful conditions
To secure the best use of a site, it is recommended that not
more than twenty (20) per oent of the entire site be used for the
building, and that at least twdnty (20) per cent of the site be
left in the front of the building.
*>eo. 2.
No elementary school may be built upon a plot of ground which
affords less than fifty square fee of playground per pupil, unless
provision is made for public playgrounds in the proximity of the
building. One hundred square feet per pupil will be required when
conditions make it possible to secure 1&is amount of lend.
C0R3TRBCTI OR
dec. 4. Responsibility for Construction
All responsibility for computations of and indications by
drawings shewing strength and safety of construction, materials,
mechanical equipment, «nd quality of fixtures shall rest with the
architect art! engineer, unless such responsibility is assumed by
the sehnol board, flontrectors eha^l be held responsible for
character of workmanship and materials used after contracts have
been awarded.
Sec. 5. Classification
The classification of buildings adopted by the Rational Tioard
of Eire Underwriters and defined in their building code is accepted
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as applying to all school buildings. . . namely:
1. Pram# construction
2m N0n-flrcproof construction
3.
Fireproof construction
3*0. 6. Permissible Construction
1. Buildings of four stories or more must be of fireproof
construction*
2. Bull diners of three stories or less may be of non-fire
proof construction.
3* Building of one or two stories In height may be of
frame construction.
Two-story buildings may provide seating capacity for not more
than 160 pupils except that additions may be made to such frame
buildings by constructing a fireproof wall and installing fire
proof doors bet'*een the original building and the addition.
4.
The furnace or boiler room and the fuel storage room of
all buildings with a capacity of 100 pupils or more must be of
fireproof construction whether located below the main floor . . •
or In a separate building connected to It. Boors and frames of
these rooms must be of metal or metal covered.
6. Rasepsent rooms with floor level of not more than three
feet below grade shall be permitted only for departments of agri
culture, general industrial training, and home economics, and for
auditoriums and gymnasiums. It is recommended. . .that all rooms
for school purposes have their floors at or above grade, and that
basements be built so as to provide for the mechanical equipment,
fuel and storage only*
CLASSIFICATION OF SCHOOLS
^ec. 7. Ungraded Elementary School Buildings:
An ungraded elementary school building shall contain:
1. ot to exceed three school rooms for academic instruction.
2m A coat room for each schoni room.
3. A library.
4. A heating said ventilating plant consisting of an aporoved
room heater.
5. Provisions for water, free from contamination, and made
available for drinking without the use of the common drinking cup,
and for washing of hands.
6. Two sanitary toilet rooms, each lighted with one or more
windows. Outdoor toilets with entrances properly screened should
be placed at least fifty feet apart, if standing alone, or may be
plnced at opposite ends of a fuel shed. Toilets maybe Installed
in the school building if the location of these toilets, an3 the
type is approved by the Bivielon of Buildings and the State depart
ment of Health.
See. 8. Graded Elementary School Buildings:
A graded elementary school building shall contain*

Lo

1* Not less than four school rooms of standard else designed
for instruction in academic subjects.
2. A coat room adjoining each school room and connected to it
by means of one or two cased openings, or, as & less desirable but
still acceptable alternate, ample wardrobes for each school room,
or lockers sowHitofttly located.
3. A library as defined in section 33
4. An office
5. A mechanical equipment which will provide for an efficient
system of heating, a mechanical system of ventilation, a water
pressure system, a sanitary bubbling drinking fountain for each
eighty (80) pupils, lavatories, flush toilets, and a sewage dis
posal system, or sewer connection.
3eo. 9. Four-fear % g h School Buildings:
A.four-year high school building shall contain:
1. "t least one study room of ample else for the contemplated
enrollment, as may be required by the form of school organisation
accepted by the school board.
2. Not less than two recitation rooms.
3. A science laboratory with adequate equipment.
4. Coat rooms, wardrobes, or lookers of Adequate size for the
number of high school pu ils for whioh the building may provide.
5. a library as defined in Section 33.
6. An office.
7. & mechanical equipment which will provide for an efficient
system of heating, a mechanical system of ventilation, a water
pressure system, a sanitary bubbling drinking fountain for each
eighty pupils, lavatories, flush toilets, and a seqage disposal
system or se?er connection.
See. 10. High School Departments:
A high school department shall contain:
1. At least one study room with an individual seat for each
pupil enrolled.
2. On# recitation room.
3. ft science laboratory with adequate equipment.
4. Coat rooms, wardrobes, or lookers of adequate size for the
number of high school pupils for whioh the building may provide.
5. A library as defined in Section 33.
6. An office.
7. A mechanical equipment which will provide for an efficient
system of heating, a meohanioal system of ventilation, a vat r
pressure system, a sanitary bubbling drinking fountain for each
eighty purils, lavatories, flush toilets and a sewage disposal
system or sewer connection.
3ec. 11. Junior High School Buildings:
A junior high"school building shall contain:
1. A study room or home rooms of ample size for the contem
plated enrollment, as may be required by the form of school or
ganization accepted by the school board.
2. Not less than three recitation rooms.
3. A science laboratory with adequate equipment.
4. Coat rooms, wardrobes, or lockers of adequate size for the

a
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number of pupils for which the building may provide.
5* A library as defined in Section 33.
6. **n office.
?. A mechanical equipment which will provide for
system of heating, a mechanical system of ventilation,
pressure system, a sanitary bubbling drinking fountain
eighty pupils, lavatories, flush toilets, and a sewage
system or sewer connection.

an efficient
a water
for each
disposal

3«c. IS. Senior High School Buildings*
A senior high school building shall contains
1. A study room of ample size for the contemplated enroll
ment, as may be required.
2. Sot less than three recitation rooms.
3. A science laboratory with adequate equipment*
4. Coat rooms, wardrobes, or lockers of adequate size for
the numb r of pupils for which the building may provide,
g. A library as defined in section 33.
6. As office.
?. A mechanical equipment, etc. same as Sec. 11 part 7.
S9o. 13. Consolidated School Buildings;
A consolidated school building shall provide for two or more
departments and shall contain the required number of rooms, for tls*
class to which the school may belong* Such building shall be equipped with an efficient system of heating, a gravity system of
ventilation in schools of less than four rooms, and a mechanical
system of ventilation in schools of four rooms or more, a water
pressure system, a sanitary drinking fountain for each eighty pu
pils, lavatories, flush toilets or approved chemical toilets in
two or three department schools, and a sewage disposal system, or
sewer connection.
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ROOMS
Sec. 14. Standard Sizes:
School rooms providing seating capacity for thirty, thirtyfive, or foty pupils shall be accepted as oostplylng with all re
quirements where standard sizes are specified. N© such room, how
ever, shall be less than twenty-one nor more than twenty-three
feet wide, or less than twenty-four nor more than thirty-two feet
long.
3#o. 18. Seating Capacity*
The maximum seating capacity of any school room shall be de
termined by allowing sixteen square feet per pupil.
3*o. 18. Aisles*
Aisles next to walls of school rooms shall be from thirty to
thirty-six Inches in width. Aisles between rows of seats shall
be from eighteen to twenty-four inches.
3*o. 17. Windows:
Windows shall be on the long side of the room and light shall

be admitted to the left of the pupils when they are seated, provid
ed, however, that skylights may be substituted for windows or used
in conjunction with them.
-;®e. IB. Height*
Ho school roc® shall be less than twilve feet in height, ex
cept that small rural schools providing for twenty pupils or less
may be erected with ceilings ten feet high*
See. 19. Blackboards*
Eaeh school room must have at least one hundred square feet of
substantial blackboard, preferably slate* Composition boards or
slated walls, are, as a rule, unsatisfactory, and will be permitted
only upon special request by the school board.
The height of blackboards from the H o o r shall be, for primary
rooms, not more than twenty-four Inches; for intermediate goose,
twenty-six to twenty-eight inches; for grammar grades, not more than
thirty inches, except that the front board used mainly by the teach
er may be from thirty to thirty-two Inches from the floor. Hie
width of the blackboards should not be less than forty-two inches.
dec* 20. Coat Roosts, Wardrobes and Lockers:
A coat rot®, five feet wide, with an outside window having a
net glass area of one square foot to every ten square feet of floor
area and connected to each school room by means of one or two cased
openings is recommended for all elementary schools. Wardrobes,
properly ventilated, and lockers of a sanitary type may be accepted
in lieu of ooat rooms.
3ec. 21. Doors*
Each school room shall have a door at least three feet by
seven feet, made to swing out, placed preferably near the teacher’s
end of the room.
KISH SCHOOLS
See. 221 High School Study Booms *
Hie same general rules as apply to elementary school rooms
shall apply to high school study rooms, whenever the floor area of
such rooms shall not exceed 1,500 square feet. High school study
rooms having a greater floor area than 1,SOOQquare feet and not
less than fifteen feet in height, shall be computed as having a
seating capacity equal to one pupil for every fifteen square feet
f floor area. Such rooms shall be provided with a sufficient numer of doors leading directly to the main corridor, in a ratio of
one door, not less than three feet wide, to each fifty pupils or
major fraction thereof.

E

3vo. 23. Recitation HoomeL
Recitation rooms shall be dimensioned so as to provide adequate
seating capacity for the ©lasses assigned to such rooms. *’or pur
poses of adademlo instruction it is recommended that rooms be not
less than twenty-one nor more than twenty-three feet wide and not
less than twenty-one nor more than thirty feet long. For maximum
seating capacity of room see Section 15.

i>3

See. 24.

solenee Laboratories:
It is recommended that a science laboratory be designed to
acoosHBodate a class of not more than twenty-four pupils and be
dimensioned so as to provide proper space for the equipment which
must be indicated on the drawings.
Sec. 25. Lockers!
Lookers, properly ventilated and of a sanitary type, are re
commended for high schools, ^oat rooms will be accepted in lieu
of lockers.
SPECIAL ROOMS
sec. 26. Auditoriums:
An auditorium, seating four hundred or more persons shall
have its floor level near grade. Such floor level shall be not
more than three feet above grade nor more than three feet below
grade, except in buildings which are of fireproof construction.
All auditoriums, regardless of capacity, shall be provided with
not less than two exits, conveniently located, and each must be at
least forty-four inches wide. The aggregate width of exits shall
not be less than twenty-two inches per hundred persons counting
the full seating capacity of the room and the balcony, if any.
Sec. 27. Gymnasiums:
Local conditions shall determine the most advantageous size of
a gymnasium, and no school board is required to build a gymnasium
of any designated size. As the minimum basket ball court is thir
ty-five feet by sixty feet a gymnasium, vhioh will permit of a
sufficient playing space, must be not less than forty-one feet by
sixty-six feet, so as to allow for three feet outside of the lines.
If space foJ* spectators is to be provided this should be along the
sides, and thirty-two Inches In width shall be allowed for eaoh
row of seats beyond the outside bounds. A minimum height of eight
een feet is recommended for a gymnasium.
Seo. 28. Agriculture department:
The minimum floor area alloted to agriculture education shall.
be adequate for the work undertaken, but not less than eight hun
dred thirty-five square feet. There should be provided at least
three rooms, which should be: a recitation room and laboratory
combined, a store room, and a shop.
there must be a recitation room and laboratory equipped with
physical, chemical, biological, and agriculture apparatus necessary
for successful laboratory and recitation work.
The store room should be provided with suitable shelving and
cabinets for the safe and convenient storing of products and col
lections for class and laboratory study.
The farm shop should be so equipped as to make it possible to
give instruction along the lines required for the ordinary kind of
work on the farm. It should be provided with an outside entrance
eight feet wide so as to permit of bringing in stock and machinery.
Sec. 29.

General Industrial Department:

The space provided for general Industrial work > d ll depend
to a great extent upon the type and amount o f work to he offered,
but in no case s h a ll the flo o r area be less than eleven hundred
twenty square fe e t.
The space provided may be l e f t In one room
or may be divided Into separate rooms In accordance with lo c a l
requirements.
Wherever power is to be used, provision must be made fo r pro
per connections. Any special features required by special tyoea
o f work— as gas exhaust flu es or dust c o llec tin g systems— should
be provided fo r when the buildin g I s constructed.
A door opening, eight feet wide, with double doors should be
provided givin g access Into th is department from the outside,
making the whole opening available fo r bringing In of large equip
ment or materials to be worked upon.
Storage rooms adjoining the main room are d esirable, The
essen tial idea underlying the pie rating o f the General In d ustrial
Room should be that o f making i t possible for the 1ortractor most
ea sily to keep in continual eharge o f a l l work going on.
Sec. 30. Kora* Economics Department*
The minimum flo o r space a llo tte d to fUme Economies sh all be
adequate for the work undertaken, but not le a s than fourteen hun
dred square fe e t. There s h a ll be provided a cooking room,a sewing
room, and a dining room.
% ere Possible i t is desirable to have
separate bedroom, bathroom and laundry.
^ach room sh all be fur
nished with such equipment as* is necessary to carry out the course
o f study o ffered .
3ec. 31. Commercial Training Department*
There sh all be required not le s s than two rooms, one o f which
shall provide for bookkeeping, stenography, and penmanship, and
the other fo r typewriting, the rooms sh all adjoin each other and
where but one teacher is to be employed there shall be a p a rt ia l
glass p artitio n between the two rooms so as to fa c ilit a t e super
v isio n . The rooms s h a ll be dimensioned so as to provide proper
space fo r the equipment whksh must be Indicated on the drawings,
but in no oase s h a ll the flo o r soaee area be less than one thou
sand square fee t.
3eo. *2. Teacher Training Department*
fo r a one-teacher train ing department there sh all be provided
a room having no le s s than s ix hundred fo rty square feet o f flo o r
area, fo r each additional training teacher a ro~» with a flo o r
area o f not le s s than four hundred eighty square feet s h a ll be re
quired. K«ch room is to have not le s s than one hundred square
feet o f blackboard, p referably s la te , ^hen more than one room is
used by this department such rooms must be ensnite, and in additlom
hare doors leading to the corridor. Ample provision must also be
mode fo r a coat room, lockers, or wardrobes. Additional rooms
fo r practice teaching may also be required.
Sec. 33* Library Rooms*
The lib ra ry room in graded elementary and high schools should
be Aqpstad with reference to the needs of th school and the com
munity. i t should seat not le s s than ten per cent o f the to tal
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number of students In the Junior and Senior high Softools but in no
ase should tfte room have a floor area of less than four hundred
quare feet. The standard else library table, 3 feet by 5 feet,
beating not more than sis persons, is, under ordinary conditions,
the most satisfactory. One-way desks for one, two, or three pupils
with desk tops twenty-two inches by twenty-eight inches for aaoh
pupil may be substituted for the standard size library table, if so
desired.
Plain wooden adjustable book shelves without doors should line
11 available wall space, and it is recommended that the room and
qulpment be finished in light oak. Uprights between shelves must
be solid, the adjustment for the shelves must be so designed that
all parts between she shelves will flush with the surface of the up
right, without projecting mouldings to wear or mar the books.
•The usual height for shelving is approximately seven feet, which
allows for seven ahdlf spaces. Six shelves are better where grade
pupils use the room. Each section or space between uprights should
be 36 inches wide. Odd spaces may be filled with narrower sections.
A space of ten inches in the clear should be allowed between all
shelves. The base should be from tour Inches to six Inches in he*
light, and the top two incr.es to four inches. The depth of Shelving
is ordinarily eight inches excepting for some reference books, where
nine Inches or ten Inches is necessary.
At least one bulletin board of cork, or other suitable material,
32 inches by 24 inches, inside of frame should be provided in the
library room.
In order to render more efficient service a library class room
of standard recitation room dimensions is recommended. This class
room should be separated from the library room by means of a partial
glass partition. A work room is also desirable but, if not provided,
a built-in supply cupboard should Vorm a part of the equipment of
the library room.
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CORRIDORS AND EXITS
PMh

34. Corridors:
The minimum width o f the main corridor o f any school buildin g
containing four rooms or more Shall be ten fe e t. The minimum width
o f secondary corridors sh all depend upon the length o f such corridors
and the number o f do rs leading to the®.

Sec. 36. Exits:
Hot les that two exits shall be provided for each building of
four rooms or more. Each exit shall be not less than forty-four in
ches wide. The capacity of each exit shall be computed on a basis
of a width of twenty-two Inches for each one hundred persons for
whoa the building provides seating capacity.
s®c. 36. Outside Doors:
All outside doors and vestibule doors must swing out. A n
looks used on vestibule and outside doors. In buildings of four r
rooms or more, must be of such construction that they open readily
from the inside without the use of keys.

h(o

STAIRWAYS
See. 37. Humber:
The number of stairways required £or eaeh building shall be
computed on a basis of one stairway of standard width from highest
floor to ground exit for each two hundred persons for whom seating
capacity has been provided on floors leading to such stairways, but
In no case shall there be less than two such stairways from each
floor in buildings of two stories or more. All stairways shall be
spaced with due regard for safeguarding the lives of pupils* and
exits shall be so located that at least one stairway or other exit
will be within one hundred feet (measured Along the line of travel)
of the corridor exit door of every room.
Sec. 38. Width:
Standard width of stairways shall be not less than forty-four
inches. All such widths shall be clear of obstructions, except
that handrails may project not more than three and one-half inches
at each side within the required width.
Sec. 39. Huns:
£Ach stairway from story to story shall be in two runs, with
not more them sixteen risers to the run. The width of the landing
shall In no ease be leas than the width of the stairways. No wind
er shall be permitted on stairs. No door shall open immediately
upon a flight of stairs, but a landing at least the width of the
door shall be provided between such stairs and such doorway.
3ec. 40. Risers and Treads:
In elementary or grade schools,
than six inches and treads including
ten inches. In high schools, risers
inches, and treads including nosings

the risers shall not be more
nosings must not be less than
shall not be more than seven
sot lea than eleven inches.

Sec. 41. Storage Closets:
Ho closet for storage shall be placed under any stairway.
Sec. 48. Gradients:
To overcome any difference in floor levels which would require
less than three risers, gradients may be used of not more than oneinch r se in ten-inch run.
LIGHTING
Seof 43. Amount of Glass Area:
1. The glass area of all windows of elementary school rooms,
high school study rooms, recitation rooms, work rooms, and library
| rooms shall equal one-fifth of the floor area of the room.
2. The glass area of windows for all other mooraa in a school
[ building shall equal one-t«nth of the floor area of the room.
3. In computing glass area, only actual sizes of panes shall
be considered, except that no deduction shall be made for the usual
7/8-inoh muntlns.
Sec. 44. Location of windows.
1. 3uildings shall be so placed that each room, except such
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as may be herein specified, shall receive sunlight during some part
of tlie day* Laboratories, manual training rooms, rooms for mechan
ical and freehand drawing, and other rooms not continuously used
for recitation and study, may be lighted from the north. Light
from the east is moat desirable. Light from the west holds ceoond
place. Light from the north as well as from the south should be
avoided in school rooms and study rooms.
2. A H rooms shall be lighted from one side only, whenever
the width of the room does not exceed twenty-four feet, except that
work rooms, gymnasiums and other rooas not used as study rooms may
be lighted from two aides.
3. No window sill shall be less than three feet from the
floor In any elementary school room or high school study room.
4. In elementary school rooms and high school study rooms,
the distance from the top of the window to the floor shall be not
less than one-half the width of the room, measured from the window
to the opposite wall, except that ro. as of greater width may be
approved, provided the glass area is adequate and the light is
satisfactorily distributed by means of skylights,or some equally
efficient means.
See. 46. Window Shades and Golor of Walls:
Translucent shades shall be used for controlling the light.
Roosts in which it is desirable to exelude all light may, in addi
tion, be equipped with opaque shades. Care should be taken to
have oolor of shades harmonize with the color of the walls. A11
walls should be of a light color, but not white. A light gray or
light tan are the most suitable colors for school room walls. In
all oases the ceiling shall be ivory white or cream,to facilitate
the reflection of light.
VEMITLATIN& ROOM HEATERS
3eo. 46. Capacity of Heater:
Room heaters Shall be of sufficient size so as to heat not
only the schoolroom, but the coat rooms and library as well. When
ever coal la used as fuel the heater shall have a grate area of not
less than 180 square Inches for 6,000 cubic feet of space or less.
For a space of from 6,000 to 8,000 cubic feet the grate area shall
be not less than 210square inches. For a space of 8,000 to 10,000
cubic feet the grate area shall equal at least 240 square Inches.
bee. 47. Pattern of Heater:
Ventilating room heaters must be of approved pattern of the
upright type without rims or projections which will in any way in
terfere with the free circulation of air inside the shield.
6eo. 48. Casing of Heater:
The easing must entirely surround the heater, and no part of
the radiating surface of such heater may project through the casing
Tiie free area between the heater and the caiing for the circulatloi;
of air shall be not less than the cross section area of s uch heateif.
In no oase shall the lower edge of the oasing be cior than fourteen
inches, nor less than eight inches from the floor. It must, in

£3
every case, extend above the highest part of the radiating surface
of the heater. It met be lined In such a winner that no aporeolable amount of heat say be fadtated from It. %aft«pi may not
extend to the floor, and perforations or partial openings at the
bsee of the casing will not be accepted In lieu of Ite elevation
from the floor.
Sec. 49. M r Intake*
The outdoor air lattice for school rooms, not exceeding ten
thousand (10,000) cubic feet, shall not be less than one hundred
seventy-five (178) square Inches across section area, and must be
so constructed that it will prevent cold air from dropping down
and spreading out over the floor.
^eo. 80. Chimney and Tent Flue*
^here a single flu e Is used both fo r smoke and fo r the venting
of a ir , the Inside dimensions; o f the flu e , fo r a room not exceeding
ten thousand (10,000) cubic fee t, sh all be not le s s Ulan sixteen
Inches by sixteen Inches ( 16xl€# c le a r m the Inside an* plantered
smooth through It® entire length, flu e lin in g w ill be accepted
» n equivalent to p la ste rin g on tbs ins Ids o f the flu e .
^here
the smoke pipe enter® the chimney an approved mixing Camber must
be provided tor the mixing o f a i r and smoke in order not to retard
the d ra ft o f the heater, when the re g is te r in the chimney at the
flo o r lin e Is open.
hee. 81. Oouble-flue %1mmey*
double flue chimneys, in which It Is par©posed to use one flue
for ssoke and the other for the venting of M r , sill not be approv
ed, since the efficiency of such a vent flue Is very leer.
*eo. 52* location of Tent flue*
The v«nt flur shall be located In the same end of the school
room as the heater. In no case shall the vent flue be less than
four (4) feet from the easing of the heater*
6eo. 63*
agister of Tent flue*
Hie vent flue shall be equipped with a register. Such regis
ter shall be not lee# than three hundred (300) square Inches.
JW i n t e r must be installed In the ohlsmey-vent duct at floor level,
do floor register will be approved, as such a register Is unsani
tary.

se«. 54.

tvaporatlng fan*

A suitable contslner for evaporating water shall be placed
preferably on the heater. A pan attached inside of the casing will
be accented in lieu thereof.
dec. 55. -Systems of Anting*
’Wherever reference in these rules Is made to a system of heat
ing tilts shall be interpreted to Include steam heat ( Including
vacuum and vapor), and w«r® air ft*maces. Systems of beating shall
be designed so as to permit of heating and ventilating auditoriums,

i^ymnasiuraa, and lib r a r ie s separately an! without necessitating the
beating o f other parts of the b n lld ln g.
Bee* 56* Capacity o f Heating Plants
All systems of heating must, In conjunction with the eye tons
o f ventilation, be of sufficient capacity to maintain a temperaturs of seventy (70) degrees F. at the breathing plane in all
school room* at a l l times ifcen school is in session* the temporature required for school rooms is sixty-sight (60 ) decrees F. In
corridors and work rooms a temperature of al Tty (60) degrees F.
shall be deemed sufficient*
3#o* 57* Capacity o f Ventilation System*
A system o f ven tilatio n if*all furnish not le s s than th irty
(3d) cubic fee t o f a i r per minute fo r each person that the room
w ill accommodate in accordance with the ru le s governing seating
capacities o f rooms* The capacity o f a gravity system o f v e n tila 
tion sh all be subject to test in accordance with this provision
only when the d ifferen ce o f temperature o f the outside a i r and the
a i r o f the schoolrooms sh a ll be fo rty <40) degrees F. or »o "e .
V entilation systems in connection with v e n tila tin g room heaters
sh all be subject only to the provisions stated in sections 46-64.
Study rooms not occupied continuously to th eir f u l l capacity sh all
be subject to such modifications as may be approved by the Bivletou
o f Buildings and Sanitation, but In no case sh all a system be
approved which does not renew the a i r at len st four times per hour*
Auditoriums and gymnasitn? must in a l l eases be provided with me
chanical systems of ven tilatio n which w i l l renew the a i r at le a s t
four times per hour*
Bee. 56. d ire c t-in d ire c t Systems o f Ventilation!
The d ire c t-in d ire c t system o f ven tilation must not be In s t a ll
ed in any schoolroom. By ^ d irect-in d irect* is meant the Introduc
tion o f cold d r from outside the build ing at the base o r upon any
part of a * d irect* rad iato r.
See. 59. ^ c ir c u la t io n o f Air*
Heclrcutstt on o f a i r during school hours and a t such other
times as the buildin g is in use s h a ll be permitted to the extent
o f seventy-five (76) per cent, provided such recircu latio n has
been passed through an a ir f i l t e r or a i r washer o f approved design*
% n b u ild in g is not in use, i t Is reoo'nended that a i r be r e c ir
c u late!, regardless of f i l t e r o r washer*
See. 6P. Ventilation o f Classrooms*
A ll classrooms and ether rooms used fo r purposes o f study or
recitation , a l l fo r which an in dividual vent fltun is not required
by 3©otlon 61 o f & e se r u le s , may, when such rooms aro equipped
with a central fan plenum system, a unit v en tilatin g system, or a
warm a i r b la s t system, be vented e ith e r through a separate vent
flu e or through an adjoining corridor* The fre e area o f the vent
opening between tbs room and the corridor may not exceed eighteen
(18) square inches fo r each one hundred (100) cubic feet
o f a i r introduced into the room through the a i r in le t .
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The location o f this opening sh a ll be conditioned upon obtaining
as satisfactory re su lts from th is form o f venting as from Individ
ual room rent flo e s . For each corridor renting I t Is required
that there be m adequate opening or openings in V.:& celling: o f
the top story ^lth a flue extending from the c e i l l -g to the venti
la to r on the ro o f. Suitable g r i l l e s are required for a l l c e llin g
openings and flu e s are to be provided with dampers.
3eo* 61. V entilation o f Special Booms3
Chemical labo ratories, food labo ratories, hitches, cafe
te ria s , laundries, gymnasiums, estateriums, t o ile t rooms, loefcer
rooms in connection n t h gymnasiums and natatorluna, t o i le t rooms,
and other room# from which noise, odors, o r dust might be rented
into the corridors sh all be equipped with rent flu e s which mast
extend through the ro o f, independent o f flu e s from co rrid o r rent
ed rooms. Xfceh f lu * sh all be b u ilt In such manner as to Inmire a
p o s ltire upward current while such rooms are In use. T oilet
rooms sh all hare openings cor red by g r i l l e s in th e ir rent flu e s,
both at the flo o r and at the c e llin g , except that in cass o f to i
l e t rooms hosted by warm a ir , the opening to the rent flu e sh all
be at the flo o r only.
See. 82. Vent Flues*
A ll rent flu *# sh a ll here the sum* dimensions throughout
th eir entire length. They sh a ll be carried through the a ttlo and
above the roof either as separate flu e s o r in combination o f flues.
A p o s ltire upward current In these flu e s must be provided fo r in
th«* design o f the v e n tila tin g system.
3#o. 63. heglssters and d r ille s *
M l re g is te rs and g r i l le s sh all hare an open area equivalent
to the ©apaeity o f the flu e . In schoolrooms i t I s required that
there sh a ll be an opening In the heat flu e to provide fo r a g r i l le *
re g is te r, o r d iffu s e r having the lower edge about eight <8; f* e t
above the flo o r . Any heat flu e with an opening eight <8) fee t
above the flo o r may also hav* an additional opening near the
flftor. This lower opening is to be equipped with a g r i l l e and the
heat flu e with a da®per which w ill d e fle c t the s i r current through
th is g r i l l e . Ho re g is te rs or g r i l l e s are required fo r vent open
ings, i f suitable dampers arc provided.
Sec. 64. Floor Registers*
flo o r re g iste rs are unsanitary and may not be In s ta lle d in
any school buildin g, eith er as foot warmers or as outlets fo r
foul a ir . Baseboard, re g is te rs may be used, however, when they
w ill not in any way in terfere with the sanitary conditions o f
rooms.
WARM AIR FUBHACS3
See. 66. Resign o f furnace*
A furnace must be designed to heat an adequate amount o f
outside a i r to a degree which w i l l Insure a oomfortable tempera
ture o f six ty-eigh t (68) degrees F. In the school rooms and pro
vide at the sane time proper v e n tilatio n . The cross section area

between the b e a tin g surface and the ea sin g wust be © f inch pro
p o rtio n to the fire eh a ir supply duct th at no p e r c e p tib le r e s is t 
ance i s encountered by the a i r In p assing to the hat a i r le a d e rs .
£#seh fuiuftoe In ord er to Insure fu e l eccnomy w is t he equipped
w ith a d e vic e f o r r a d ia tin g heat fro® the products o f combustion
b e fo r e these reach the snob# flu e#
See* 66. Orate Area o f % n a n « *
The grate area o f furnaces In which s o f t co a l is used as
fu e l s h a ll be not l e t s than one square fo o t to every 3,600 cubic
f e e t o f schoolroom and not le e s than one square fo o t to every
6,600 cubic f e e t o f o th er space in the b u ild in g*

Sec# 67*

Rentinf Surface ° * Furnace *

The h eatin g su rface In d ir e c t con tact w ith the f i r e o r w ith
hot gases in a furnace in which s o f t co a l l e used s h a ll be tw elve
(12) square f e e t f o r each 1,000 cubic f e e t o f schoolroom and tw elve
(1 3 ) square f e e t f o r e*eh 1,800 feublc f e e t o f o th er space to be
heated in the b u ild in g *

Sec* 68.

Air Intake *

A H a i r to be heated during school hours s h a ll be drawn from
o u ts id e the b u ild in g In to the a i r In tak e, excep t th at a i r peeked
through en s ir washer o f approved design may be nixed w ith such
outdoor a i r to the exten t designated in 3eo. 8b o f these r u le s .
The a i r Intake s h a ll have c cross s ectio n area equ ivalen t to the
cross s e c tio n urea o f A ll the wars a i r lea d ers*
3#c* 63* %rra A ir b lu est
In a g r a v ity system o f v e n t ila t io n , the flu e s f o r ad m ittin g
warn a i r to any room on the f i r s t f l o o r s h a ll have a crons se ctio n
area o f not le e s than one ( l ) square fo o t f o r every one hundred
s ix t y (160) square f e e t o f f l o o r area in the echoolroow. The
war® a i r flu e s fo r th e seoond f l o o r alw.ll have a cross s e c tio n
area © f th re e -fm irth s '3/4) square fo o t f o r e v e r y one hundred
s ix t y (ISO) square f e e t o f f l o o r a rea . 3«a a ls o Sees* 63 and 64*
Sec. 70* fo n t Flues*
In a g r a v ity system o f v e n t ila t io n , the ven t f l u e a from any
room on the f i r s t f l o o r s h a ll have a cross s e ctio n area o f net
le s s than th re e -fo u rth s (3/4) square fo o t f o r every one hundred
s ix t y (160) square f e e t o f f l o o r area o f the schoolroom.
The
ven t flu e s from the second f l o o r s h a ll have a cross s e ctio n area
o f one ( l ) square f o o t f o r every one hundred s ix t y (160) square
f e e t o f f l o o r area o f schoolroom. Tent openings oust be a t the
f l o o r l e v e l , on the same sid e o f the room as the wir® a i r flu e # .
I f d e sire d , p a rt o r a l l o f the a ir fro® the schoolroom may be
vented through coa t rooms im m ediately a d jo in in g th is s id e o f the
room. S a tis fa c to r y p ro v is io n eatuet be unde fo r s tim u la tin g an up
ward cu rren t in v*«nt flu e s . See a ls o Sections 60-64.
See. 71. folusse 'Dampers*
foiusae dasrwra s h a ll be p rovided a t the base o f the heat
flu e s .

73Sec. 72. Plenum Fan Systems
All flues of a plenum fan system of ventilation shall have
a cross section area of not less than one square foot for every
two hundred seventy (270) square feet of floor area of the school
room.
Sec. 73. Humidity of Air*
Vapor pans for moistening air must be installed with every
furnace, and preferably placed on or near the top of the furnace.
STEAM HEAT
Sec. 74. Combined Heat and Ventilation:
All systems of steam heating shall provide for both the heat
ing and the ventilation of the school building. Generally speak
ing, two mains shall be provided, one for the direct radiation
and the other for the indirect. Ventilation by means of a gravity
system is permissible in buildings of less than four rooms. Me
chanical systems of ventilation are required for buildings of
four rooms or more.
GRAVITY VENTILATION
Geo. 75. Area of Flues:
In a gravity system of ventilation permitted only in Ungrad
ed Elementary Schools, the heat flues and vent flues shall each
have a cross section area of not less than one (l) square foot
for every one-hundred sixty (160) square feet of floor area of
the schoolroom. Air intake shall be as specified in section 68.
3eo. 76. Indirect Radiation:
Heat flues shall be supplied with not less than fifty (50)
square feet of indirect radiation for each square foot of cross
section area of flue.
Sec. 77. Accelerating Coil:
Each vent flue shall have the equivalent of not less than
twenty (20) square feet of accelerating coll, placed directly
above the vent inlet to the flue.
MECHANICAL VENTILATION
Sec. 78. Plenum Chamber:
The plenum chamber shall be located with the object In
view of obtaining an air supply as free from contamination by
dust, smoke, or foul odors as possible. The opening of such
intake shall have a cross section area of sufficient size to
permit of the Introduction of the required volume of air for the
room or rooms for which the system is designed. The opening shall
be covered with a suitable screen. Adequate provision for proper
control of the air supply must be provided and dampers so arrang
ed that the intake may be closed when school is not In session.
Plenum chambers shall be kept scrupulously clean at all times and
may nnt be used for storage purposes.
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Sec. 79. Tempering Coil*
The heating surface of tempering colls shall be adequate
for the volume of air to be supplied to the various rooms In the
building. To Insure proper temperature control, each stack of
tempering coll must be separately valved.
Sec. 80. Sizes of Flues*
In a central fan system of ventilation the sizes of all heat
and vent flues shall be computed on a bsls, allowing for a velocity
from four hundred (400) to six hundred (600) feet per minute. Ve
locities In horizontal ducts shall be computed on a basis of
nine hundred (900) to one thousand (1,000/ feet per minute.
Sec. 81. Volume Dampers*
Volume dampers are to be placed at the base of each heat flue.
Such dampers shall be designed to that they may be adjusted by
means of a set screw or other suitable device in order to facili
tate an equitable distribution of air.
3eo. 88. Diffusers and Deflectors*
Whenever the location of the heat flues in rooms require the
installation of diffusers and defleotors for a proper distribution
of air, the opening of such flues shall be thus equipped. In all
other cases grilles are required.
Sec. 83. Velocity of Outlet*
The velocity of the air through the grilles of diffusers
shall not exceed four hundred (400) feet a minute.
Sec. 84. Fans*
All fans must be so designed, constructed, mounted and con
nected with motor that they will operate noiselessly and without
vibration. Normal speed of fans shall be kept as low as possible,
taking Into full consideration the type of fan to be used, the
resistance to be overcome, and the volume of air to be delivered.
Specifications must state explicitly the type of fan, its capacity,
and its normal speed.
Sec. 85. Central Fan P|enura System*
A central fan plenum system may be any one of the following*
1. A system by means of which each room in the building Is
partly heated and wholly ventilated by air delivered from the fan.
In addition thereto sufficient direct radiation Is Installed to
Insure a temperature of 70 degrees F. at all times when school is
in session.
2. A system by means of which an adequate air delivery for
ventilation is provided, but heat is supplied by direct radiation.
3. A system by means of which the heating and ventilation Is
accomplished solely by the Introduction of heated air.
See. 86. Unit Ventilating 3ystems*
A unit ventilating cabinet containing all the apparatus
necessary for providing, directing, and controlling
the
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necessary volume of air to be introduced into rooms shall consist
of the following essential parts* 1— Air inlet through outside
walls; 2— air filter; 3— motor and fan assembly; 4--heating
unit; 5— cold air or by-paes chamber; 6— mixing chamber; 7—
air outlet; 8— dampers for control of source of air supply and
for temperature. It shall meet all standard requirements for
capacity and quietness of operation.
CHIMNEYS
See. 87. Construction*
Chimneys shall be built from the ground up and have proper
masonry footings. In no school buildings shall a chimney be built
with walls of one course of brick unless the chimney is lined with
fire clay flue lining. Chimneys shall be properly carped with con
crete, cast iron, or other incombustible weather proof material.
All chimneys must extend at least two (2) feet above the ridge of
a pitched roof and not less than three (3) feet above a flat roof.
ELECTRIC WIRING
Sec. 88. Standard Installations*
All wires, fittings, materials, Installation and construction
work shall conform to the latest requirements of the National
Electric Code.
SAFEGUARDING LIFE
Sec. 89. Fire Alarm*
All school buildings of four rooms or more shall be provided
with an efficient fire alarm system.
Sec. 89. Automatic Exit Latches*
All doors to school buildings containing four or more school
rooms must be provided with automatic exit latches. See also
3ecs. 6, 15, 16, 21, 34-42, 87, 88.
SANITATION
Sec. 91. Water Supply*
No school shall install a system of water supply or connect
to any existing system until the approval of the State Department
of Health has been secured.
Sec. 92. Sewage Disposal*
The sewerage system of any school must be approved by the
State Department of Health before contracts are let for its con
struction or its connection to any existing sewerage system.
Sec. 93. Looation of Toilet Rooms*
In order to secure convenience of access, adequate light,
efficient ventilation, proper care and other sanitary conditions,
toilet rooms should be located above grade rather than in basements.
All toilet rooms must have out si de llfftt.---------------------------
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Rooms with flush toilets must have floors of non-absorbent mate
rials. A southern exposure is always to be preferred in order to
secure a maximum of sunlight in these rooms. If toilet rooms for
both sexes are located In the basement, two separate stairways to
such toilet rooms must be provided. For toilet room ventilation
see section 61.
Sec. 94. Toilet Room Fixtures:
Only non-porous and non-corrosive fixtures may be used in
toilet rooms. A n fixtures must combine ease and certainty of op
eration with durability of material. It is recommended that the
total number of fixtures in toilet rooms (I*, abbreviation for
lavatory, W. C. for water closet, and U for urinal) be installed
In the buildings, In accordance with the following:
TOILET FIXTURE SCHEDULE
Number of
Boys' follet Room
Girls' Toilet Room
Pupils
L.
W. C.
U.
L.
W. 0.
6 0 .............. 1
2
2
1
1
100..........................................1
2
2
1
2
150................ 2
3
3
2
4
200 ..............
2
4
4
2
5
300..............
3
6
6
3
77
400..............
4
7
7
4
9
500..............
5
8
8
5
12
600..............
6
10
10
6
15
700..............
7
10
10
7
17
800..............
8
11
12
8
18
900..............
9
12
14
9
19
1 ,0 0 0 .......... 10
12
14
10
20
Lavatories are to be equipped with both cold and hot water
connections. Range closets and trough urinals will not be per
mitted. All water closets are required to be either washdown,
syphon, or syphon-jet type. The open front seat is recommended.
Sec. 95. Plumbing:
Venting of traps must conform to approved practice and reventing of all fixtures is required. Sink and lavatory traps
must be connected directly to vertical wastes and not to floor
branches. Exposed pipes must be Installed, whenever possible,
and utility chambers hack of water closets and urinals are recom
mended. All lines are to be concentrated, whenever possible, and
kent from outside walls. When placed along outside walls, pipes
must be oroperly protected against freezing. Sewer pipes inside
of building shall be extra heavy cast iron and shall extend five
feet beyond the outside of the building.
Sec. 96. Drinking Fountains:
The selection of fountains should be restrictdd chiefly to
wall designs, and the nozzle should be of a type which will not
permit water which has touched the lips to fall back upon the
stream from such nozzle.

^eo. 27. Coa-ton Towels*
In order to prevent the spread o f communicable d iseases and
e s ta b lis h proper standards o f c le a n lin e s s , the use o f cormson tow els
la forbidden*
Sec. 98. Cheaioal T o ile t s :
Chemical t o i l e t s o f san itary design with storage tonics o f
adequate ca p a city and proper p ro v is io n fo r d isposal o f contents
may be in s ta lle d in ungraded elementary school b u ild in g s and tv*odeoartment con solid ated school b u ild in g s , provided such t o i l e t s
and th e ir In s t a lla t io n are approved by the 3tat*» Department o f
H ealth.
GOHDEMNATIOH OF SCHOOL BUILDUPS
Sec. le g .
U n fit and Unsafe B uildings*
Whenever the commissioner o f education has found upon proper
In v e s tig a tio n that a aohool b u ild in g o r a s it e Is u n fit fo r use as
a p u b lic school o r th a t a schorl b u ild in g i s unsafe o r u n fit , he
may condemn eucn b u ild in g and s i t e , and s h a ll n o t ify the c le rk in
w r itin g o f such condemnation*
P r io r to the adoption o f the above ru le s r e la t in g to school
b u ild in g s , a few laws were passed concerning f i r e p ro te c tio n ,
basement rooms, and the use o f the common d rin king cup.
The law o f 1883 requ ired that a chemical f i r e ex tin gu ish er
should be provided on each f l o o r above the f i r s t and th at there
should be e x it s , non-combustible stairways and In dders and f i r e
s scapes.
In 1909 i t wan unlawful fo r any school board in any c i t y hav
in g a population o f 20,000 o r more inhabitants to maintain o r allow
any basement room to be uaed fo r grade school purposes, excep t
rooms used e x c lu s iv e ly f o r the purpose o f teachin g domestic aclenoe
2
manual tra in in g , o r p h y sica l c u ltu re .
The law p ro h ib itin g the use o f the common drin hln g cup was
3
passed in 1913.
1

W

o f

Hi ana sot a, 1883, ch. 133.

p# px.

8

Lavra o f H^nnesota, 1909, ch. 52. pp. 30-51.

—3—Laws o f Minnesota, 1913, oh . 81. p . 5-’ *.
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CHAPTER XI
COURT DECISIONS INVOLVING HEALTH LEGISLATION
The courts have been c a lle d upon re p e a te d ly to d e fin e
fu nctions o f the p u b lic schools in orsrenir.ed s o c ie ty .

the

I t has been

t h e ir duty in the absence o f s ta tu to ry p ro v isio n s to form ulate

a

theory o f education based upon what they deem to be the fundamental
p r in c ip le s o f p u b lic p o licy #

The common-law as i t a o - li^ s to the

p u b lic school is f u l l y as worthy o f con sid eration as is sta tu te
1
law.
I t is the purpose o f th is chapter to show the opin ion o f the
Suorea® Courts o f Minnesota in oases in v o lv in g the in te r p re ta tio n
o f the l e g i s l a t i v e enactments o f the s ta te o f Minnesota.

Cages

in v o lv in g the u r in e Ip le s o f common-law r e la t iv e to h ealth r e f l a 
tio n s are also included.
Health R e f l a t i o n s o f School Boards
Binoe attendance at the p u b lic schools i s a p r iv ile g e extend
ed by the s ta te , th e sta te may, through p ro p e rly co n stitu ted au
t h o r it ie s exclude from school a l l pun11s whose presence in the
school would je o p a rd ize the h ealth o f other p u p ils .

The Supreme

2
Court o f Minnesota ru led , in I f 26, the the case o f 3tone v« Probet
th at boards o f education, under th e ir gen eral powers, have power
to en force reg u la tio n s whereby p u p ils who are a menace to the
h ealth o f t h e ir a s s o c ia te s may be excluded from school.

The char

t e r o f Minneapolis p rovided th at the board o f education should
have "the e n tire c o n tro l and management o f a l l the common

1
Newton Edwards, The Sourts and the Pu blic Schools, p. 1.
3tone v. P ro b etr 186 ^‘ln n * 3611 206 N. W. 642.

schools
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within the city . . . .and make rules and regulations for the gov
ernment of schools."

The heal’d of education thereupon enacted rule*

whereby principals and teachers were required to “be on the alert
to discover suspected contagious diseases, fifth, or vermin, and
physical mental defects."

All children were to be excluded from

school who were suspected of being Infected with a contagious dis
ease until an examination revealed the absence of infection.

On

March 21, 1925 Margaret Stone, a child of eight years of age
attending a Minneapolis school, was excluded from school until she
should furnish the school authorities with a negative report from
a throat culture submitted to the division of public health of the
city.

She was also required to "present a certificate from

a

physician as to the condition of her throat, or submit to a phy
sical examination by the regularly employed school physician
nurse."

or

This pupil, who was a member of the Christian Science

church, refused to comply with the demand of the board.

She con

tended that the rules of the board were illegal in that they vio
lated a constitutional provision which prohibited the legislature
from delegating legislative powers.

Hence the rules of the board

were not merely administrative regulations but a legislative
actment.

en

It was further contended that the board of eduoatlon had

no authority to make the rules in question because the matter of
public health had been delegated to the board of public welfare.
Finally, the rules were attacked as being arbitrary and unreason
able.

The court over-ruled all these contentions and sustained

the rules stating:
"To have the entire control and management, with
power to make rules and regulations, means almost

every power necessary or essential for the proper
administration of such schools.

It must be con

ceded by all that one of the primary duties of the
board la to protect the health of the many children
in their charge.

Persons differ only in how this

is to be accomplished.

Efforts for prevention do

much to avoid an epidemic.

Hie demand upon the

board for vigilance in this respect is imperative.
All authority exercised in the protection of the
public health is to be liberally construed,

tfe

hold that the language of the charter by fair
implication confers upon the board of education
the power to make and enforce the rules involved.
In fact it could not effectually carry out the
purposes for w iich it exists without suoh power. . .
To contend here that the school board by its rules
has assumed to enact a law, and that it is without
legislative authority.

Of course the legislative

body can not be permitted to relieve itself of
this power by delegating it to another body. But
the constitutional inhibition can not be extended
so as to prevent the grant of legislative authority
to administrative boards to adopt rules to carry
out a particular purpose.

It ©an not be claimed

that every grant of power to administrative boards
involving the exercise of discretion in Judgment
must be considered as a delegation of legislative
authority.

There are many matters relating

to

method® or details which may be by the legislative
body referred to a particular administrative board.
Such matters fall within the domain of the right of
the legislative body to authorize an administrative
board to make rules or regulations in aid of the
successful execution of some general statutory pro
vision or to enable it to carry out the purpose of
its existence,

these rules come within this class

and are administrative provisions.

They are also

the result of the valid exercise of the police
power Invested in the board of education by virtue
of the language of the charter.*

In addition to the above opinion the court pointed out that the
rules of the board were reasonable and should not be disturbed
by the courts.
In other states the courts have pointed out that a school
board may refuse to admit the attendance of puolls who will not
1
submit to a physical examination by a licensed physician, and
that a board may spend public funds for purposes of health in-

2
spection, although it may not spend such funds for purposes of
3
remedial treatment.

1 Otreicli v. Board of Education. 34 3. B. 169. 147 *.*•. 779. L.R. A.
19T5A 632;"'Ann. <Sas. W l W >60.

2
City of Bellas v. Mosely. 266 3. W. (Tex.)497; State v. Brown,
Hallet ▼. Post Printing & Publishing
68 Colo. 573, 192 Pao. 658, 1°. L.; . .. 19.
3 McCllvra v. 8tattl#_3chool District No.l, 113 ’fash. 619,194 Pao. ai7
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Authority to Employ Nurses, Dentists, and Physicians
A number of oases have come Into the courts relative to the
authority of the boards of education to spend school funds for the
.

services of nurses, dentists, and physicians.

The great weight

of authority supports the rule that, even in the absence of any
specific statutory grant of authority, funds may be spent for such
professional services provided the duties performed are merely
inspectorial and diagnostic.

The courts are careful to point out

that the duties performed by the dentists and the physicians em
ployed by a board "should not include medical or surgical treat
ment for disease.

That would be to make infirmaries or hospitals
1

of the schools.*
The only oase to come before the State Supreme Court of Minne
sota relative to the employment of medical services was that of

2
State V. Brown

in 1910.

The Board of Education of Minneapolis

employed Margaret Stoltenberg, a nurse, for one month to make an
inspection of the physical condition of the pupils In certain
schools.

D. 0. Brown, the comptroller of the city, refused to

countersign the warrants for her salary on the ground that the
board had no authority to employ her.

An application by the state,

on the relation of Margaret Stoltenberg, for writ of mandamus to
D. C. Brown was made.

The court held that the board exercised an

implied power and therefor had the implied authority to employ the
nurse for purposes of inspection.

The court expressed its opinion

T--------------------- *
Newton Edwards, The Courts and the Public Schools, p. 122.

2
State ex rel. Stoltenberg v. Brown (1910), 112 Minn. 370; 128
N.

294.

“

thusi
“The purpose of the corporation 1® to Maintain
efficient, free oubllc schools within the city
of Minneapolis, and, unless expressly restricted,
necessarily possesses the power to employ such
persons as are required to accomplish that pur
pose.

Education of a child means much more than

merely communicating to it the contents of texthooks.

But, even if the term were to he so limi

ted, some discretion must be used by the teacher
in determining the amount of study each child is
capable of.

The physical and mental powers of

the individual are so interdependent that no
system of education, although designed solely to
develop mentality, would be complete which ignor
ed bodily health.

Ahd this is peculiarly true of

children, whose immaturity renders their mental
efforts largely dependent upon physical conditions.
It seems that the school authorities and teachers
ooralng directly in contact with the children should
have an accurate knowledge of each child*s physical
condition for the benefit of the individual child,
for the protection of the other children with re
ference to communicable diseases and conditions,
and to permit an intelligent grading of the pupils.”
These and other considerations convinced the court that the board
had the implied authority to spend school funds to employ the
nurse for purposes of inspection.

*3
Authority of School Boards With Respect
To Vaccination
In the absenoe of statutory authority, the right of a school
board to e xclude from school pupils who have not been vaccinated
depends, as a rule, upon the existence or nonexistence of small
pox in the community.

The courts all agree that where an epidemic

of smallpox exists or is threatened, boards of education may, un
der the general authority conferred upon them to govern the schools t
make vaccination a condition of school attendance.

According to

the great weight of authority, a school board cannot, unless
authorised to do so by statute, sake vaccination a condition of
school attendance in the absence of an actual or imminent epidemic
of smallpox.

The courts reason that boards of education, being

creatures of the legislature, oan exercise only such powers as are
expressly or impliedly granted.

Authority to enforce a general,

continuing rule requiring vaccination as a condition of school
attendance, regardless of the existence or nonexistence of small4p
pox, is a power which cannot be implied or inferred.
The legislature may, in the exercise of the police power of
the state, authorize boards of health to exclude from sohool all
unvaoolnated pupils even though no smallpox may exist in the com
munity at the time.

Such wa* the reasoning of the Texas court in

sustaining the authority of the city counoil to confer upon the
board of health authority to enforce such a rule.

When the Su-

2
preme Court of the United States sustained the Texan ordinance
1-----------------------■Newton Edwards, 'The Courts and the Public Schools, pp. 537-9
2

Ibid. p. M l .
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it pointed out that it was within the police power of the state
to provide for compulsory vaoaln&tlon; that a state may, consistent
with the federal constitution, delegate to a municipality authority
to determine under what donditlons health regulations shall become
operative; and that a municipality may vest in its officials broad
discretion in matters affecting the application and enforcement of
health laws#
The opinion of the courts in Minnesota relative to vaccina
tion have been given at length in two cases which have come before
the Supreme Court of the

tate.

In 1902 an action w a brought for

a writ of maisdamui to >compel the members of the board of school
inspectors of the city of St* Paul, to admit Edith Freeman, a ehil^
eight years of age, to the public schools of the slty.

3he had

been refused admission because she had not complied with certain
regulations of the board requiring pupils to be vaccinated, Hie
following excerpts represent the opinion of the court:
*The question whether the public authorities may require
the vaccination of children, as a condition precedent
to their right to attend public schools, has been
much discussed by the courts.
not uniform on the subject.

The authorities are
By some courts it is

held that the power exists and may be exercised with
out regard to the existence of an emergency occasioned
by an epidemic of smallpox; other authorities limit
the right to exercise the power whether expressly
conferred by legislative enactment or not, to the
I---------------------State ex. rel. Freeman v. Zimmerman at al. 86 Minn. 358; 90 M. .
w m ---------------------------------------
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presence of an epidemic, and when there Is imminent
danger of the disease spreading among the people of
the community; and by still other courts that, even
without legislative authority, health officers pos
sess the power to Impose s\teh conditions and may en
force them in oases of emergency amounting to *an
overruling necessity.* . . .
Wa may adopt for present purposes the rule that the
power to enforce vaccination, as a condition to the
right of admission to the public schools, may be
exercised by local authorities in cases of emergency
only, and not then unle s expressly or by fair im
plication conferred upon them by the legislature;
. . . .That there was an emergency prompting the
action of respondents in this oase, and that vac
cination la effective for the purposes claimed for
it, and that to require all children to be vaccinat
ed was a proper and reasonable regulation, . . . .
* ♦ • • • » • » «

• ♦ • • • • « » • • • • « • • • *

None of the provisions of the statutes Just
quoted expressly authorize municipal authorities
or health officers to require children to be vac
cinated, as a condition to their admission to the
public schools; yet we have no hesitation in hold
ing that the legislature Intended to confer such
power upon them.

A broad and comprehensive dele

gation of pover to do all acta and make all regu
lations for the preservation of the public health

as are deemed expedient confers, by fair implication,
at least, the power sought to be exercised in this
case.

It la very true that the statutes of our state
provide that admission to the public schools shall
be free to all persons of a defined age and resi
dence, and that every parent having control of any
child of school age is expressly required to send
such child to school and that all teachers are re
quired to receive them, and that, if any child of
school age is denied admission or suspended or ex
pelled without sufficient cause, the board or otter
officer may be fined.

But all these statutory pro

visions must be construed in connection with, and
subordinate to, the statutes on the subject of the
preservation of the public health and the prevention
of the spread of contagious diseases*

The welfare

of the many Is superior to that of the few, and, as
the regulations compelling vaccination are intended
and enforced solely for the public good, the rights
conferred thereby are primary and superior to the
rights of any pupil to attend the public schools.*
Another case relative to vaccination came before the Supreme
1
Court of Minnesota in 1916*
In this case the findings showed1

1

bright v. Beard. 132 Minn. 374, 157 H.W, 601.

that a p u l l attending the West High School, In the city of Mlnnear
polls, was afflicted with smallpox.

The commlssloner of health of

the city ordered the pupil to be excluded froa school unless she
submitted to vaccination*

She refused.

The next day the department

of health of the city adopted a resolution reciting that an epld
ic of smallpox existed in the city, and prohibiting all persons,
not vaccinated, who had been exposed to or had come in contact with
a case of smallpox, froa being present in any school in the city
for a period of not less than tiro weeks.

The board of education of

the city likewise passed a resolution approving the action of the
board of health which required that "pupils, teaohera, and employes
of the West H,gh School who have been exposed to smallpox shall be
vaccin ted or else be excluded from the school."
When the above resolution was passed, the defendant was a
ber of the board of education and voted in the affirmative.

The

plaintiff brought notion to recover the penalty given by section
2900, <3. 3. 1913, which read:
"Any member of any public school board or board of educatlon of any district,-who, without sufficient cause, or
on account of race, color, nationality, or social posl—
tion shall vote for, or, being present, shall fail to
vote against, the exclusion, expulsion, or suspension
from school privileges of any person entitled to admis
sion to the schools of such distriot, shall forfeit to
the party aggrieved fifty dollars for eaoh such offense
to be recovered in a civil action."
Judgment rendered for the plaintiff in the lover court was
versed by the

supreme court because the vote of the defendant

did not show that the plaintiff had been excluded from the privi
leges of the school.

The court held further that!

*• . . .no one could have made a plausible contention
that exposure of a school pupil to a virulent contagious
disease, such as smallpox did not constitute sufficient
cause for excluding such pupil from attendance during
the period that there was danger of imparting such dis
ease by such pupil to others in the school........ It
Is unreasonable to surmise that this law of 190h wa«
Intended to prevent school authorities from taking the
usual precautions to prevent the spread of contagious
diseases through pupils who have become exposed to the
oontagion.

The temporary exclusion from school attend

ance of such pupils is still left to the good Judgment
of the authorities. The resolution here In question went
no further than to deal with pupils who had been exposed
to contagion from the dread smallpox. . . .This furnish
ed sufficient cause for the adoption of the resolution
upon wliich the defendant voted, and the finding that
no epidemic of smallpox then prevailed In the city 14
not Important.
. . . .A person carrying germs of infection may spread
the disease perhaps as readily before the disease has
become eoldemio as after It has arrived at that stage.
Unless the power etlll remains In the school authorities
to teaporeary exclude those from school attendance who
have come in contact with smallpox patients, we may
expect epidemics . . .to be started in short order* . .

2?
Liability cf School Districts For Negligence
The courts hare been called upon repeatedly to determine the
extent to which school districts are liable for injuries resulting
from the negligence of their officers, agents,or employes.

The

courts are agreed that education ia a function of government and
do not hesitate to apply the rule of non-liability to school dis
tricts.

The common-law rule is that school districts or munici

palities ere not liable for injuries suetainted by pupils while on
the school premises.

In such oases the courts will hold a school
1

district liable if there is a statute expressly making it liable.
2
In the case of Bang v. Independent School District No, 27 ,
a school board neglected to disinfect a school house in which a
tubercular teacher had taught.

The teacher who brought this action

came into this school shortly after the tubercular teacher left.
Hot long thereafter this second teacher discovered she had contract
ed the disease and brought suit against the district. The school
district did not clean or disinfect the building or Jbhe papers and
books and apparatus including a pitch pipe which the second teacher
used

The teacher, in her action, mad# the claim that a nuisance

was maintained.

The court held that the school district liad b/en

lacking in care when it put the second teacher in charge and had
failed to exercise precautions in cleaning and disinfecting the
schoolroom and appliances ueed in connection with it.1

1
iewton Edwards, The Courts and the Publ1c 3choc1a. pp. 358-C59.
S
Bang v. Independent School District
w. 44$.

No £7. 177 Minn. 464, 22t K.
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The court, nevertheless, refused to allow damages:
m^ school district Is a quasi public corporation and
a governmental agency in the functions of e dueatlonal
facilities*

Its functions are governmental and not

proprietary*
A school district in the exercise of Its governmental
functions la not liable for negligence unless liability
is Imposed by statute*
. * . .the lav making school districts liable for Injury
arising from act or omission of board does not apply to
exercise of governmental functions*"
For the above reasons the court would not allow the teacher to re
cover damages.
The court used the same reasoning in the case of Mokovlch v.
X
Independent School District of Virginia which also came before the
Supreme Court in 1929.

In this case a pupil wa - injured at a

football game conducted by the district as a part of its education
al system.

It was charged that the school offloors and agents

negligently used unslaked lime to mark the lines of the football
field and thereby created a nuisance.

As a result the player’s

eyes were seriously Injured when his head and face were forced Into
the litse used.

The court said*

•The conclusion® from our own decisions are that the
general mile of nonliability applies to this case; that
the defendant district wan exercising one of Its govern
mental functions for educational purposes; that it is not1

1
of Tj

177 Minn. 448, 225 N.

mad© liable by the fact that the Injury resulted from
a nuisance negligently created by acts of its officers
or agents, nor by the fact that an Incidental charge
wae made for admission to the game.*

In^l927 in the case of Allen v. independent School District
Tfo. 17

it had been held that the school district was not liable

at common law for Injuries to a pupil which result from its neg
ligent operation of a bus tided in the transportation of pupils
at public expense. In this case a ten-year-old pupil while on the
school premises was run over by the bus and sustained severe in
juries.

Allen v. Independent School District M. 17.

MnUfiT.’

173 M m n . 5t 216 N.
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CHAPTER XII
C0HCLU3I0H3
This study has made a survey of the statutory provisions in
Minnesota for the operation of all phases of health service by
the public schools.

Much of the legislation now in effect may

be said to be good as far as it goes but it is not complete
enough.
Minnesota seems to have provided adequately for the edu
cation of deaf, blind, and crippled children.

Ample provision

has also been extended to help children who are subnormal or
who have defective speech.

Since 1916 school districts have

been authorised to establish and maintain separate special
classes for the children who are deaf, blind, subnormal or who
have defective speech.

Such classes can be organised when there

are as many as five children of school age for each class*

The

law of lcai made the same provision for crippled children.
State aids alloted for each pupil so instructed amount to
three hundred dollars for each blind child, one hundred dollars
for each subnormal child, two hundred m d fifty dollars for each
deaf child, and two hundred and fifty dollars for each crippled
child plus an additional amount of one hundred and fifty dollars
for transportation costs of each crippled child.

A sum not to

exceed fifteen hundred dollars is alloted for each teacher for
children with defective speech.

The parents or guardians in

the above cases may send their children to the School for the
Deaf, or the School for the Blind at Faribault rather than to
trse organised special classes Ibr the deaf and blind.

f3
3lnoe I M S when the physical education law was passed physi
cal and health education, training and instruction hare become
acre important In the schools.

As a result of this law,

the

State Deoartm*nt of %ueatlon, to «a*a this instruction more uni
form issued a manual of Instruction and courses of study, appli
cable to all schools, and for each graft**

Instruction in morals,

physiology and hygiene and the effects of narcotics fcnd stimu
lants is also required.
Power relative to contagious diseases Is vested in the State
Board of Health which may ma><% alter, or revise from time

to

time, its regulations and these regulations have the effect of
law.

If seems, however, that legislation should provide that

periodic innooulation and immunisation ghould be provided by and
through the school so that there would be a greater guarantee
of protection against the spread of contagious, communicable, and
infectious diseases*

The costs of this should be borne by the

school district otherwise those who do not h~ve the necessary
funds may be denied this service*

For a better health program of

the future, the training of teachers for the detection of eigne
of communicable diseases and of gross physical defects should be
a requirement ©g the law*
sinee lrl % the State Department of Education, through its
Division of Buildings and Sanitation, has carefully supervised
the construction of all school buildings by approving the con
tracts end building plena.

*n this way, only such bnV,d ,ngs as

are hygiepical ly sanitary and safe, and good for the general
health of the child can be built.

From a survey of the* legislation that has been enacted, there
la one phase which ha a been overlooked or neglected on tha part
of the Hlnnesot* legislatures,

Ihat la tha phase of medical In

spection and servlea*
Educational and medical leaders seem to scree that leftist tv •
provisions for all matters relative to health should b» mandatory
for all communities,

% e h laa-lal^tlon la a fundamental protection

of the physical health and welfare of the citizens of the state;
otherwise slispnlfleant aspects of the work will be overlooked.
I*e|tlelation that Is permissive either In whole or In part weakens
the unity of policy of educational responsibility for the physical
as well as the mental urrowth and tends to remove knowledge of the
essential basis upon which the educational process proceeds,

It

may place at the disposal of local authorities an important de
cision of policy that should be rmaranteed by the ^tat*.

It Is,

indeed. paramount that definite measures be set \ip to <*uarant«e
1
a supervised medico! service properam for all children,
Wlnneeota has done very little to provide school children
with m o d heal th service,

% e h was th« finding o^ the survey con

ducted by the Minnesota Medical ^asoclntlon and the State ^eoart2
ment of Education,
In the summer of l£3fl the State ^apartment of Education ^ail
ed five hundred and seventeen forms eoncemlnsr the need and asr'olj
of medical care to city superintendent*, and elffhty-elfsht forms tfl
1
f'red Snjplehardt, Public. School Qrganlajiilon and Administration,
p. 381,
2
Pamphlet*

State Department of Education. C©de iX.B-’j

pp. Inn
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county superintendents*

Forms w e

**

returned to the State Depart

ment of Sduc&tion by eighty-five per cent of th# number sent out
to the city superintendents while thirty-five per cent of the num
ber sent out to the county superintendents were returned.

The

State Department tabulated and summarized these returns which re
ported on 400,000 pupils out of a total of 5123,000*

Throughout

the survey clearly pointed out that the rural areas lack medical
services and that there is a definite need for adequate health
services for school children in Minnesota.
The report showed th at school physicians examine school child
ren in the three large cities, 3t. Paul, Minneapolis, and Duluth.
Most of these children are examined by a doctor and dentist and
later are checked by a nurse.

Inspection of school children in th#

smaller communities is usually limited to a check-up by a school
nurse.

One or two school nurses are employed to protect and guard

the health of some 1200 to 2000 school children in only thirtythree of the smaller localities of this state.

"In only four of

these smaller localities is a doctor or a dentist paid to examine
these pupils.

A nurse carries the entire responsibility for the

health care of the children.

The children can be checked only

for defective eyes, ears, teeth and tonsils by the nurse.

In more

than fifty counties, in which there are 190,282 school children
enrolled, there are no county public health nurses employed; while
in twenty counties, with 142,215 children enrolled, there is a
single health nurse in each county.

In these counties, the survey

shows that eighty per cent of the school children are Inspected
only once a year by the nurse.

The national Health Conference in

Washington in July, 1938, brought out the fact that no nurse in
a rural area could serve & population of fro® ten to twenty-five
thousand effectively.

let this same nurse is one of the first

essentials in an educational and health program.*
In answer to the questions

How Many Children Exclusive of

the Three Large Cities Are Given Some Type of Health Inspection
During the School lear?

“City and county superintendents who re

ported health services for sore than 361,000 pupils stated that
less than 46,000 pupils were inspected or examined by either doctor or dentist or both.

School nurses inspected and carried on

a follow-up work for an additional 43,000 pupils.

Twenty county

nurses and other nurses employed at irregular intervals gave an
annual inspection to approximately 83,000 children.

The remain

ing 80,000 children received only inspection provided by the
classroom teacher.*
The survey also showed what percentage of the children were
>
reported as needing medical or dental care. Sixty thousand child
ren, out of the 231,000 pupils surveyed, needed either dental or
medical care, or both, as reported by the school superintendents
and county superintendents.

It is interesting to note that *when

doctors or dentists inspected or examined pupils, the reports
stated that from 35 to 100 per cent of the children needed dental
or medical oar?, or both.

The reports fro® the small city dis

tricts that had school nurses stated that from 10 to 50 per cent
of the pupils needed medical care.

«hen nurses inspected pupils

annually or when teachers carried on classroom inspection,

the

majority of the reports stated that from 1 to 10 per cent of the

I

________ f7 _
pupils needed dental or medical care*
"The superintendents of schools and the county superintendents
were asked on the cuestionnalre to comment on the question of
what their experience had been and how great was the need for
health services.

More than 40 per cent of the superint-'mlents

stated that the children in the rural areas needed examinations.
Prom 60 to 75 per cent stated that the school ohildren within
their districts were neglected because parents were financially
unable to provide for the needed examinations.

Many of the sup

erintendents stated that they felt that there should be a com
plete physical eheok-up of all students annually, this expense to
be borne by thr school district, the local groups and the state.
These school people added that public education could not be
efficient as long as pupils suffered from 111 health due to de
fective teeth, eyes, ears, and throats.

It is poor economy to

try to educate pupils who are physically unfit to profit from
learning.*
"A program which takes into account health cervices for
school children will save the state a great deal of future ex
pense. . .The health of the school children is a state resource.
The oonaerratlon of health requires that provision for adequate
facilities and services be made to prevent disease.

More ade

quate health measures In the school, systematic health super
vision, early diagnosis, and prompt treatment of adverse physical
conditions and disease will prevent childhood ninessnes from
turning into chronic diseases which incapacitate the adult popu
lation of this state."

ft

In order to make further recommendations, aside from those
intimated from the survey, it would be well to review Just uhat
legislation has been made relative to medical inspection,

As was

pointed out in Chapter III of this thesis, the Board of Education
has Implied authority to employ a nurse for the purposes of In
spection.

The State Department of Education recommends eaoh year

that regular periodic health and physical examinations, conducted
by a physician assisted by a nurse and a dentist, be given to eaoh
pu 11.

But from the survey of the Minnesota Medical Association

of 1938 it is apparent tiiat little work is really done for the
state at large.

Hence it seems at once imperative that mandatory

legislation be made requiring medical inspection of all pu lie.
This is especially Important as Hllleboe’s study of disabilities
prevalent among school children shows "That 76 per cent of the
school population have some physical defect, and that 46 per cent
of the school population are handicapped to the extent that they
cannot utilise their full capacities for education."

This "is a

challenge to American public education, which cannot be ignored if
every boy and girl ie to have equality of opportunity to receive
1
an education commensurate with his ability.*
It is also essential that the examination be thorough.

The

survey of cities mads by the Be search Division of the American
Child Health Association

showed that in the health service of 86

cities in the United States, fifty conducted an annual medical
l------------------fluy L. Hilleboe, Flndin.tr and Teaching Atypical Children, p. 77.
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examination, but the average time spent by a phyaiolan on each
child was lees than three and one-half minutes; in thirteen the
time for the examination was one minute or less; in twenty-two
cities less than two minutes but more than one minute;

and in

fifteen cites, it ranged from two to five minutes.
From five to twenty minutes should be allowed for each exam1
inatlon, according to the Hhite House Conference.
Bolt, Assistant Professor of Child Hygiene at the University
of California, and Patton, a member of the Orthopedic Hospital
School at Los Angeles, California, stress emphatically the need of
thoroughness and completeness in the medical examination*

The be

lieve:
"One such thorough survey in several years is worth
several superficial inspections at yearly intervals,
because once discovered, causes of unfavorable con
ditions can be taken continually into account by par
ents, nurses, and teachers, whereas if effects only are
noted, effort# at correction are most apt to be als-

2
directed* *
3
The yhlte House Conference

recommended that the examination

should Include a health history of the child, measurement of height
and weight, and examination of the eyes, nose, throat, glands,
skin, and nutritional status.
1-------------------Report of the Hhlte House Conference on Child Health and Pro
tection. i&e." 3*.' '^E^matibn''anS 'Wa£ia£tm'.¥ p o T '
~

2

hdwin F, Patton and K. A. Bolt, “Thorough Medical Sxarainations
Proposed for School Children.* The nation's Health. February 15.
1027. p. 182.
3
Op. oit. p. 84.

loo
h report on the child*® statu s in regard to tu b ercu losis and
cardiae con d ition should be inoluaed 1st the complete p h y sica l ex1
amination*
In o rd e r to secure a w e ll-d e fin e d minimum acceptable h ealth
program, the le g is la tu r e should s ta te in t h e ir a c t a c le a r s ta te 
ment o f an examination o f s u ffic ie n t thoroughness to be provided
a l l pu 11s in the s ta te .
The law which would male i t mandatory f o r the schools in
Minnesota to p ro vid e f o r a thorough medical in sp ection should s ta te
s p e c i f i c a l l y the frequency o f such authorised examination.
Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut, Louisiana, Maine,
Massachusetts, Nevada, New Hampshire, Mew Jersey, New York, North
Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Isla n d , Nebraska, South
C arolina, Utah anS Wyoming s p e c ify an annual examination o f school
c h ild re n .

2

Iowa, Idaho, C a lifo r n ia , Michigan, Minnesota, Delaware, Kan
sas, M is s is s ip p i, Montana, V ir g in ia , and West V ir g in ia do not
s p e c ify any frequency fb r medical examinations.
An annual h ealth examination seems to be advocated by the
m a jo rity o f edu cation al a u th orities,h ow ever, Dr. McCoomba sayst
"Studies made by Or. 0. Josephine Baker, former d ir e c to r o f
the Bureau o f Child Hygiene o f Mew York C ity Department o f
Health and oth ers have shown con clu sively? f i r s t ,

th at out

o f ev ery 100 ch ild ren examined, more than h a lf do not r e Guy L. H ille h o e , Finding and Teaching A ty p ic a l C hildren, p p .79-90

quire complete physical examination; second, that it is
sufficient for school health supervisory purposes if com
plete physical examination is not given after the eight
or ten-year period, except for such children as apply for
work permits orior to the completion of the compulsory
1
school period*"
K&ndel points out in his book, Comparative Education, that
all children In the nubile elementary schools in England must be
examined at least three times; namely, at the time of entrance,
at the age of eight, and at the age of twelve; and in some cases

2
when they leave school.
From the authority mentioned above it would seem wise for
Minnesota to provide thorough examinations at least onoe in every
two or three years.

Superficial annual examinations have not,

in the past, been thorough enough.
It would be veil also for the law whioh should be enacted in
Minnesota to specify who shall be examined.

The services of medi

cal inspection appears to be provided only for pupils attending
the public sehools.

Ifhat about the teachers and Janitors*

The

health of the teacher is of great importance to the public school
system, in some respects even more so than the pupils under their
3
care, and yet little has been done, according to Newmayer
to
assure by inspection, a normal staff of healthy teachers. He says!
1 ----------------Carl L. 1cCoombs, City Health Administration, p. 181.
2
L. L. Kandel, Comaaratlve .duoat Ion, p. 922.
3
3. W. Mewmayer, Medical and Sanitary Inspection of Schools,
p. 91.
I

"Tiie Importance of a normal staff of healthy teachers
cannot he emphasized too strongly and any community
instailing a system of school inspection must neces
sarily provide some form of legislation to oover this
point if the system is to be complete and efficient.
In the state of Massachusetts the law says the medical
inspector shall make "such further examination of
teachers, Janitors, and school buildings as in hi#
opinion the protection of the health of the pupils
may require."
Perhaps mention should be made in the law to include the
medical inspection for children of the preschool or postschool
period or for adults attending evening schools.

In Minnesota

the enrollment in the adult evening schools has been inoreasing
rapidly and some provision should be made concerning them par
ticularly during epidemics.
It would be well to have presetted children included in the
provision for mandatory inspection.

This would be in line with

our leading psychologists who point to the rapidity and impor
tance of physical and mental growth during the first years of
1
life.
Since success of the work of the public so ools is to a
very great degree dependent upon early physical and mental con
dition the school should have some information based on medical
examinations regarding the physical condition of future pupils.

T---------------

\. M. Jordan, Educational Psychology. Chapter XX, "Maturity
maid growth. * pp.’rn$,f’6-$66.

A>3|
The law on medical inspection should state specifically who
shall examine for defects, disease and disabilities.

The Depart

ment of Education, as mentioned before, recommends inspection by
a physician assisted by a nurse and dentist, but as seen In the
survey made by the State Medical Association and the Department
of Education, the state leaves much of this up to teachers or
nurses.

It la not sufficient that teachers do the inspection

work as they have a knowledge of only a very small proportion of
oases that are in need of professional attention.
Four states:

Louisiana, Nevada, Oregon, and Wyoming author

ise the superintendent, principal, or teachers to make medical
1
inspections. According to Fransen, the reports of teachers in
respect to various physical defects existing in 7,306 fifth and
sixth grade pupils, showed that they were able to note only 16
per cent of existing unoorrected vision eases, 12 per cent of
dental defects, 14 per cent of growth abnormalities, and 19 per
cent of serious hearing difficulties.
In twenty-one states school physicians are authorised to make

2
examinations.

These states are:

Arkansas, California, Connecti

cut, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Montana, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New fork. North Dako
ta, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont, Virginia, and Wash
ington.

California and Connecticut also provide for optometrists,

and New York includes optometrists, oculists, and nutritionists.
I
Everett C. Preston, Principles and Statutory Provisions Relating
to Recreational. Medical.' and.Socla! Welfare Cervices of the
Public Schools, p. (>5.
Z
Ibid. p. 64.

==========

—— — — — — —

1
In sixteen states, Arkansas, California, Connecticut, Mary
land, Massachusetts, Mississippi, Missouri, Sew Jersey, Mew York,
north Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont, Virginia,
/est Virginia, nurses may either make or assist in the examination
Examination either by on© physician or by a team of special
ists, including a pediatrician, an eye, car, nose, and throat
specialist, and a dentist has been recommended by the White House

2
Conference on Child Health and Protection.
It is evident that there Is difficulty in providing adequate
ly for the services of specialists in rural and sparsely settled
areas.

But clinics could and should be provided in the districts,

ftm® all schools could receive the services of the specialists.
Perhaps those recommended by the school physician could go to
these clinics as well as preschool children.
the Minnesota law of 1929 relative to physical education
which states that if a guardian objects In writing, the *child
may not be required to undergo a physical or medical examination
or treatment* seems to be contrary to the principles of a good
health program.
As Preston points out *Author!ties agree that a medical ex
amination should be mandatory.

Without such an examination, the

parent la not brought into contact with the school health officers
or with tiie school.

Furthermore, by allowing private examinations

1 -----------------Ibid. pp. ©4-65.

2
Report of White House Conference on Child Health and Protection
p . 04.
3
Preston, ©p. oit. p. 67.

fo*r
tii® school® may receive only meager or inadequate infer® at ion in
respect to the physical condition of the child.*

Perhaps the pro

vision in the Minnesota law relative to this should be changed.
It is essential that parents be notified with respect to the
defects and disabilities of pupils.

It is agreed among authori

ties that a close relationship between the school and the home in
the conduct of the examination and in the follow-up afterwards
should be maintained at all times.

Provision for notification of

parents of the results of the examinations should be made promptly
so that necessary remedial measures may be taken.

It is highly

probable that the parents or guardians are either unable or unwill
ing to follow-up the results of the examination.

Very little

legislation has been enacted to compel the parents* attention to
the correction of defects of pupils,

the extension of the authori

ty of the schools in this respect has been advocated by Williams
1
and Brownell.
they states
*Although the more progressive boards of education
occasionally provide clinics and special classes, the
school must accept a greater responsibility than former
ly for the correction of remedial defects. . . .
"It is not too much to expect that increasing efforts
will be made to provide medical and surgical services
for all school children in ne«d of treatment, who are
not cared for by the home.*

1
J. F. Williams and 0. L. Brownell, Health ana Physical Education
for Public School Administrators — Secondary Soticols.rpp.
•

/oa>
A few states have taken steps to compel attention by parents
and several have authorised school officials to administer correct
ive measures in case of parental neglect.

Punishment for parental

negleot le provided for by legislation in Colorado, Maine, Mew
Jersey, and South Carolina.

These states do not take cognisance
1

of the fact that parents may be unable to provide such treatment.
It is provided in Colorado that "if the parents or guardian
shall fail, negleot, or relbse to have such examination made and
treatment begun within a reasonable time after such notice has
been given, the said principal or superintendent Si all notify the
state bureau of child and animal protection of the facts.*
In Maine a penalty of not more than five dollars for the first
offense and not more than ten dollars for a second or subsequent
offense for the negleot of the parent to do what is required in
the way of medical treatise nt is authorised.
The South Carolina law states "any parent or child refusing
to allow the medical and dental inspection as provided for . . .
shall be subject to a fine of five dollars or ten days in Jail
for each offense.*
The New Jersey law authorises the principal of the school
upon recommendation of the school physician or nurse, to exclude a
pupil from school *when there is evidence of departure from normal
health of any child."

"If the cause for exclusion is such that'*1

it can be remedied, and the parent, guardian, or other person hav
ing control of the child excluded as aforesaid, shall fail or neg
leot within a reasonable time to have the cause for such exclusion
1
Preston, op cit. pp. 69-70.

removed, auoh parent, guardian, or other person shall he proceeded
against, and upon conviction, be punishable as a disorderly person?
The White House Conference on Child Health and Protection
were convinced that*
"The extent of curative or remedial treatment in the
schools should be determined in accordance with the
criterion that all school health service should be
fundamentally educative In purpose and oharaoter. The
schools are not the best agency for the fullest develep1
sent of this work.“
As has been pointed out elsewhere, the school should provide
the service if the pupils would otherwise be neglected.

The Ameri

can Child Health Association salds
"Where no other community facilities exist, school
clinics should be maintained for the correction of

2
defects which would not otherwise be remedied,"
It seems that the welf^it of authority believes that provision
for medical treatment should be provided for pupils at nubile ex
pense, but by the public schools only when other agencies, includ
ing the home, neglect, or are not available to o&re for such
foots.

de-

The courts have held that the provision of medical treat

ment becomes an institutional rather than an educational service
when It requires the ministration of medical specialists and ex3
tensive equipment facilities,1
3
2
1 -------------------Report of the Whit# House Conference on Child Health and Pro
tection* p, 251.

2
Eesearoh Division of American Child Health Association,
Survey of 66 Cities, p. 594.
3 Hewton Sdwar^s, op oit. pp. 122, 123.
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I l l i n o i s , Iowa, Kansas, Oregon, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Is 
land, South Carolina, Connecticut, Hew Y o rk , North Carolina, New
Jersey, and West V irgin ia authorise dental examination o f p u p ils.
A thorough dental examination should he a mandatory phase o f
& com lete medical inspection.

Perhaps some treatment under the

supervision and direction o f school o f f i c i a l s should he given,
fills la authorized by ten states:

I l li n o i s , Iowa, New Jersey,

New Xork, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Kansas, and

2
West V irgin ia.
When records sheer, as they do in Minnesota, that parents,
towns, c it ie s , and schools are not providing adequate f a c i l i t i e s ,
I t is time fo r the lawmakers to take cognizance o f this fact and
enact mandatory le g is la tio n to guarantee more medical and dental
service fo r a l l .
The general supervision o f the health program should sp e cific
a lly re st with the State Department o f Education with the coopera
tion o f the State Board o f Health.

Hence the State Department o f

Education should be permitted to employ a state director o f medi
c a l inspection.

The duties o f such a d irector would be so much

more comprehensive than Is now done by the state physical education
inspector.
I t i s only through a w ell organized health program that we can
achieve the objectives o f education.

And we must agree with Presi

dent Roosevelt who said in his address to a White House Conference
on Children, that the "safety o f democracy depends on the degree
1 ---- -------------Preston, op. c l t . p. 73.

2
Ib id . p. 76.
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a nation provides for the health and education of Its children.*
Minnesota diould keep up with the more progreBslve states
which have gone far toward setting tip effective mandatory legis
lation.

HO
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